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W f report a novel method of determining the coherence length of pht>tons 
produced in the twt>-photon decay of metastable atomic deuterium by 
i>bst»rving the depolarizatitm t>f the photons in what is essentially a true single­
photon interference experiment. In the Stirling st)urce two phoUms propagating 
in the ±z directions are detecUnJ in coincidence. The degrt*e of polarization of 
the radiation emerging frt>m a multiwave plate placed on i>ne side of the 
source as a function of the t»ptical path difference 6 intrt>duct*d by the 
multiwave plate betwivn the ortht>gt>nally polarized comptments is determined 
by measuring the Stokes'parameters. Fhe rt*sults confirm the dependence of 
the depolarizing effect of the multiwave plate on 6, agnv with the quantum 
miH.'hanical pn*dictions and allow a measun*ment to be made of the coherence 
length of single photons t>f the twi>-ph4>Um pair.
We also report the results t>f an experiment which, for the first time, 
demonstrates the action of an achromatic half-wave plate on the polarization 
state of the two-photon radiatiim emitted by atomic deuterium in the 
metastable 2Sv, state The ri»sults agrtn* with the quantum mivhanical 
predictions and confirm the hyptithesis i>f Hn-it and Teller that the fine and 
hyperfine interactiim play no ri»le in the emission pr<K'i»ss.
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PREFACE
Mydrogen was news. Mydn>gen is news and it will be news in future t(X). The 
reastm, surt»ly, is that the appatvnt simplicity of the hydrogen atom invitt»s 
meticulous scrutiny of its very depths, yet these depths are sufficiently 
impimetrable to present a challenge both for the exercise of the unbelievably 
sharp experimental t(X>ls which art> now in usi* and biMng contemplated, and 
for th(‘ exercis«' of the enormous computing power now available to thintrists'. 
Our expt'riment also usi*s hydrogen, in practice deuterium as an experimental 
ttH>l to study the polarization ct>rrt*lation prt>perties t>f two pht>tons emitted 
simullaniMusly during the dix'ay of metastable atomic hydrogen. The aim of 
this new expi*rimenl is t(> restilve the controversy summnding the cornsTt 
cohertmcv length to be axstKiatixi with thi*s(‘ photons and in the prtxt^ss to 
allow, in a novel way the measuivment (»f the cohenmct* length of photons 
using a methi>d in which om* of the photons is deliberately depolarized.
‘Extracts from "Tha Spactrum of Atomic Hydrogan;ADVANCES” 
adltad by Q .W .Sarlaa(worId Sciantific),Oxford unlvaralty prasa 
19Rfl .
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RliVlEW OF PRESENT ANO PAST WORK
§1.1; INTRODUCTION
Niels Bohr once it^markiHi that anybody who is not shtK'ktKl by 
quantum thintry has not understtxK) it. Certainly a powerful st*nsi* of shtK'k 
and bt'wilderment reverberated among his contemporarit*s in the I920's when 
the full implications of the thwry began to emerge. Not tmly did quantum 
this>ry fly in the face of classical physics but it also radically transformini 
scientists' outUx>k on our relationship with the material world. For, according 
to Bt>hr's interpretatii>n i>f the thiH>ry. the existence t)f the world 't»ut there' is 
not something that enjoys an independence of its own, but is inextricably til'd 
up with our pi’rception of it.
Having played a significant part in the early development of quantum 
thiH»ry, Albert Finstein became its fon*most critic.In W12, Finstein wrtite U» a 
friend, "the more succi»ss the quantum thi*ory has, the sillier it looks"! 1). Albert 
Finstein's comment that "Ciod di»i*s not play diiv"summ«*d up the way many 
ptsiple reacti»d when thi*y first encounten'd thi* ideas of the Copi*nhagen 
interprvtation(discussi*d in fil.2). H<»w can it hi* that future events are not 
completely determin»*d by thi* way things are at pn*m*nt? H(»w can a causi* 
have twti or mon* possible effwts? If thi* cNiice i>f futun* events is n<>t 
determimni by natural laws, doi*s it mean that some supernatural force K hk17) 
is involvi»d whimever a quantum evi*nt iKcurs. Until his death, he was
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convinced that an essential ingredient was missing from the formulation of 
quantum thiH>ry; without this ingrtsJient, he argued, our description of matter 
on the atomic scale would inevitably remain intrinsically uncertain and 
thert*ft>re incomplete. Ti> demonstrate the incompleteni*ss of quantum thcH>ry,he 
pri>duci»d a numbt*r of highly ingenious arguments, some of which (especially 
the I'PR expi'hment describt*d in §1.4) causisJ considerable concern among 
scientists. Hut each time Bohr quickly managt*d to find an elegant and 
persuasive n»futatu>n.
The traditional interpretation of quantum mechanical formalism is usually 
known as the Copenhagen interpretation. Bcxiause this interpretation provides 
us with only probabilistic information about the state of a quantum-mi'chanical 
system, and bivause this interpn*tatit>n has some weird aspt*cts that go counter 
to our intuition, its adequacy has often btvn challenged.
Critics t>f the Copenhagen interpretation do not challenge the accuracy 
of the numerical results calculated from quantum mivhanics. At a pragmatic 
level, quantum mt*chanics works pt'rfis.'tly—the numerical n*sults for, say, the 
eigenvalue's of the angular momentum and energy of the* hydroge*n atom are* 
found to be* in pe*rfe*e't agre*e*me*nt with expe*riment. Hut critics challe*nge 
whether the Cope*nhage*n interpre*tation re*ally give*s us the* most complete. 
mt>st exhaustive knt»wle*dge i»f a quantum system we* can ht»pe* for. Inir 
instance*, is it rt*ally imp«»ssible* to say anything about the previse* instantane*«»us 
position of the elevtnn in the* hydroge*n atom and its motion as a function of 
time? (>r is the inability of quantum mevhanics to pmvide this inh>rmation an
2
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indication of s<imo deficiency <>f the theory?. In the view of some critics the 
probabilistic character of the pnsiictions of quantum mechanics is held to 
reflect our ignorance of the details of the underlying dynamics. ThiH>ries that 
attempt to pri>vide a more detaiksi knowledge than provided by the 
Copi*nhagen interprt*tation are said to contain hidden variables.
The discussion of the interpretation of quantum mechanics and of 
hidden-variables tht*ories has nnreivtsi a fresh stimulus in recent years, because 
it has become possible perform an experiment originally conceived as a 
(iisJanken experiment by l-insteinJ’iKlolsky and Rosen in IV35(2].
A new theoretical analysis of this Cîedanken experiment by Bell in 1*^ 64 
established that it could be used to discriminate between the C openhagen 
interpri’tation and a wide class of thistries with hidden variable's, and this 
encouragisi experimenters to attempt sttme actual version of the experiment. 
The experimental results fully support the Copenhagen interpretation and 
ci>ntradict this)ries with hidden variable's. (Xir preseml expeTiment (de*scribe*d 
in chapter III) is in the dire*ction e>f the abewe me*ntkme*d atte’mpts and fully 
qualifiées as a litmus te*st of the violation of Be'M's ine'quality (discusseni in Jil.S).
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§1.2: COPENHAGEN INTERPRETATION
The main featun*s of the Copenhagen interpretation can be summarized 
as follows:
• The state vector I v ) provides a complete characterization of the state of 
the system.
• The state vt*ct<ir tells us the probability amplitude for the rt*sult of the 
measurement of any obsiTvable quantity. This probability amplitude applies 
to each individual quantum particle or quantum system
• The unci*rtainty relations indicate the intrinsic sprt*ads in the valutas of 
complementary obst*rv'abk*s for the individual quantum particle or quantum 
system. Tht*se uncertainty relations deny the existence i»f sharp vaUu*s t>f
complementary t>bs4*rvables.
• Measurements pn>duci» unpn'dictable, discontinuous changes in the state 
vwUir which do not obey the Si*hh»dinger i»quation. The outcome of a single 
measun*ment of an obsi'rvable is unprt^dictable _  the outcome can be* any of 
the eigenvalut*s within the spn*ad of the probability distribution. IXiring the 
measurement.the state of the system collapse's into an eigenstate of th«‘ 
obsi'rvable.
The quantum-mtH'hanical wavefunction make's no assertion abiiut the 
instantani*ous ptwitlon of the elentron or about the* instantane*ous charge 
distribution in the* atom It me*n*ly provide*s us with the me*ans of calculating 
expevtati»»n values« e g the* expectation value of e*ne'rgy
4
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( M )
when* M is the energy operatt>r.
Quantum mechanics does not supply us with a concn'te mental pictun* t>f the 
behaviour of atoms and subatomic particU*s. It d(K*s not tell us what atoms and 
subatomic particles are like; it men*ly tells us what happens when we perform
measurements. As Meisenberg(3) said; "The conct*ption of objt*ctive n*ality......
evaporated into the ——mathematics that n»pn*sents no longer the bt*haviour 
of elementary particles but rather our knowledge of this behaviour." 
According to theCopi'nhagen interpretation the only meaningful quantitii*s an* 
thost* that are measurable.
In classical statistical mt*chanics the probability distributktn ftir 
molecular spt*t*ds m a gas n*fUvts the ignorance of the t>bsi*rver of the pn*cist* 
microscopic conditions. This kind of pn>bability distribution is called the 
hNSI''MBI.I‘! distribution, since it di*scrib(*s the average conditions for a large 
numbi*r of molecules of a gas. In contrast,the quantum mt*chanical pnibability 
distribution doi*s not n*fU*ct our ignorance of the instantamsms posititm and 
momentum, but rather the ni>n-existence of any well defim*d positUm and 
mt>mentum. The quantum-mtvhanical system dtn*s not consist t>f particU*s with 
well'defim*d albeit unknown positions and mttmenta, but of "particU*s"with 
intrinsically indeterminate positions and momenta. Thus Ihr Q.Mechanical 
probability distribution refers to an individual parlicle.nol to an ensemble
5
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o f particles.
1.2.1: Uncertainty relations:
Ft>r ctimplomontary observables, such as the ptwition x and the 
momentum p^ , whose commutator has the canonical form (x,pkl»t>., there are 
no simultaneous eigenvectors,and the certainty in onv o f  these* obst*rvabl'.»s 
implies total uncertainty in the tUher in accord with the Heisenberg 
uncertainty relations
AXAp, i  h/2 . (1-2)
The uncertainties a x , Ap.,and other such quantum-mechanical uncertaintii*s 
refer to an individual particle,not to an ensemble of particles. These* quantum 
mechanical uncertainties do m>t arise* frt)m our igmrrance t>f se>me underlying 
details of the state of the* particle or from inade»quacy of e>ur me*asuring 
device's. Instead, the uncertaintie*s re*fle*ct the* n<m-e*xiste»nce eif such de*tails;they 
reflect an intrinsic spre*ad in the* pe>sition and the* me>me*ntum e>f the particle. 
The position and momentum are not sharply define*d, they are* indeterminate.
The Meise*nbe*rg uncertainty re*lation fi>r the position and momentum <rf 
a particle implies that classical de*terminism fails since the initial value's of the* 
position and the* momentum of a particle* cannot be* use*d to pre*dict the 
pt)sitie>n and merme*ntum at a late*r time*. In ge*ne*ral, the* future* be*havie»ur of a 
physical system canneit be* pre*dicte*d however accurately the pre*se*nt state is 
known. M«>we*ver. althe>ugh, quantum me*chanics lacks the simple de*te*rminism 
of classical physics, it re*tains a fe>rm of de*te*rminism in the state 
ve'clorlv),which ewolves in time accerrding to the* (ge*ne*ral) Schriklinger
6
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equation
(1-3)
Thix l'équation expriéssiés determinism and causality, since it permits us to 
predict the state vector at any later time from a given state vector at the initial 
lime. Thus in the words of Born(4|;"The mi>tion of particli*s is subject (only) to 
probabilistic laws, but the probability itsi*lf evolves in accord with causal 
laws".
1.2.2: Measurements and the collapse of the wavefunction
The Copenhagen interpretatiim rt'quin's that the wavefunction suffers a 
disctmtinuous, unpriniictable change during the measurt*ment. C'onsider. for 
instance, the impact of an elintron on the fluon*scent screen in an elivtron- 
diffraction experiment. The flash of light rt*leasi*d by this impact constitutes an 
approximate measurement of the piwition of the elivlron. )ust before this 
measun*menl, the wavefunction was spread out all over the screi*n; 
immiHÜately after the measun*ment,the eUsrtrim position is knt>wn to lie within 
some small spot on the scrtvn and thi* wavefunction must theivfore have an 
extent m> gn*ater than this spot. Thus,during the measun^ment. the 
wavefunctitvn suffers an unpriHlictable collapse t>r n*ducti»m. The collapsi* is 
unpn*dictabU», sina* we have m> way t»f kn<»wing on  It* what part t»f the scrtvn 
the wavefunctiitn will cttllapse — we knt*w only the pn*babllity distributit*n 
of posltl<»ns ft*r the elt*ctn»n on the scrt«i»n.
7
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In general, a precise measurement of an tibservable collapses the 
wavefunction into an eigenstate of that obsiTvable. A measurement of the 
energy t>f an ek*ctron collapses the wavefunction intt> an eigenstate of energy. 
A measurement t>f the spin collapsi*s the wavefunction into an eigenstate t>f 
spin.and so on. The apparatus plays a crucial role in s('k*cting the kind of 
eigenstate ink» which the wavefunctiim collapst*s. The apparatus dictate's 
whether the system will collapse* inti> some eigenstate <»f position.or of 
momentum.or of spin. But. of course*, the apparatus d(K*s not dictate which 
spe*e*ific e*igenstate of pe>sititin,or of ene*rgy or of spin, the* system will collapse* 
into;this aspe*ct of the ct>llapse* is unprt*dictable.
Hi)hr has emphasise*d that quantum me*chanics d<H‘s ni>t de*seribe* 
quantum syste*ms pe*r se*. instead it de*seriK*s a whole* phenomentm. which 
include*s, in an ine*xtricabk* way, both the* quantum syste*m and the apparatus 
to me*asure it:(5) '—an inde*pe*nde*nt ri*ality in the* ordinary physical se*nse* can 
ne*ither be* ascribe*d to the* phenomenon nor te> the* agencie*s of obse*rvatit»n." 
Acct>rding to the C\>pe*nhagen inte*rpre*tation.the* quantum systems in 
themse*lve*s do not have sharply define*d attribute's only diffuse*tl potentialitie*s. 
which are capable of be*ing sharply define*d whe*n we pe*rform suitable 
me*asureme*nts. The attribute's of a quantum syste*m de»pe*nd on the apparatus 
use*d to me*asun* the*m and the*y e*xist only in re*lati<in to this apparatus 
Thua.thr atlrihule* arr a )ninl property of the «yalrm and the apparalua The 
C «»pe»nhage*n lnterpre*tation e*xte*nds only to the* attribute's of the* physie'al 
syste*m, n*>t te> the* physical syste*ms the*mse*lve*s. It boldly peistulate*s that the*
H
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collapse of the wavefunction is merely a mathematical prtHredure, not a 
physical prinress.
The thiHMX'tical evolution of the ji»int system-apparatus state vi»ctor has 
bwn examimsi in detail by Bt»hr [5| in rt'lation to the measun*ment of the 
vertical compiment of the spin of an atom with the Stem-Ck*rlach apparatus, 
and it has bivn sivn that, as long as the atom,the apparatus and their 
interaction art* goverm*d by the Schriklinger equation, a ci>llapHe of the stale 
vtvtt>r is not possible. This raisi-s the qut»stion as to when or under what 
circumstances a ct>llapse of the state vt»ctor is possible.
§1.3: VON NEUMANN'S CATASTROPHE
The absence of a>llapst* in any system gt>vt*rnt*d by the Schrinlinger
equation------and the concomitant impossibility of bringing a measurement to
completion, no matter how many apparata an* stacked one on top of
another----- is called the Von Neumann's catastrophe of infinite n*gri*ssit>n.
This absence of collapse was established by Von Neumann,who made the first 
rigorous examination of the mathematical foundation of quantum mts hanics. 
Von Neumann di\'idi*d that the collapse* of the stale ve*ctor during 
measurement must be inserted into quantum mechanics as a se*parate axiom. 
' If we arrange any numbe*r t>f apparata in a se*quential stack, in which each 
apparatus che*cks on the apparatus ranking below it, we must postulate that 
the collapse of the slate ve*ctor tH'curs stimewherv in this stack "
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§1.4: THE EINSTEIN— PODOLSKY—ROSEN PARADOX (EPR)
As sdid earlier in §1.2, Einstein challenged the ci>mpleteness assumption 
of the C\>penhaKen interpretation by a variety of clever Ciedanken experiments. 
At first, the thrust i>f thi*se was diri*cted at the uncertainty relatitms, by 
contriving some measurement priKi*dure that would simullanet»usly determine 
the co-ordinate and miimentum of a particle. One such Cli*danken experiment 
pri»pi>sed by liinstein in a discussion with Bohr at the 1^28 Solvay mt‘t•tin  ^was 
basi‘d on discussion of the momentum exchange betwi*en the incident particle 
and a sU>tted plate, lie  proposc*d to measure the momentum by the n*coil 
sufferiHi by the plate, I le suggestini that the plate bi* liK>sely suspended (by the 
springs) so it can mt>ve and its recoil motii>n can be determined. Since the 
recoil momentum of the plate,which is a large macros< opic biniy for which the 
laws of classical m it hanics ought to hold, can pri*sumably be measurinl with 
arbitrary pri*cision, it should be piissible to violate the uncertainty rt*lations. 
Hut Bohr was quick to notice that the plate is itsi*lf subjeit to the uncertainty 
principle and hence refuted the argument of Einstein, BUnked in his dinvt 
attacks on the uncertainty relallons,Einstein,in a j«)int ventun* with Pinlolsky 
and Rosen(21 launchi*d a more subtle attack on the completeness assumptions 
tm which the uncertainty relations are based
Ihe I I’R paradox, begins with the hypothesis that the quantum 
met hanical predictions ft»r the results are comvt and tru*s to shtiw, by means 
t*f a (HHlankan experiment, that Ih# quantum mrchaniral drarription of Ihe 
slate of Ihe system is Incomplete, that Is, Ihe system Is endowed with
10
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physical properties that go beyond those permitted by quantum mechanics.
The rpR paradox examines the joint quantum-minrhanical state of two particles 
that are initially correlati*d in such pt*rft*ct way that a measurement pi*rformed 
on one t»f the particles immediately tells us the state of the other 
particle,without any need to measure or disturb this other particle
According to Bohm, the hPR paradt>x can be stated in terms o f  two 
particles t>f spin Vi in a state of net spin zero, that is, in a state in which their 
spins are opposite. Suppose that the particles are initially close together, but 
then they move apart to a large distance, while they remain in the original 
state t>f net spin zeri>. Once they are widely separated we measure the spin of 
one of these- particli*s. Since the net spin is zero, the measun-ment of the spin 
of the first particle immediately allows us to infer the spin t»f the other 
particle------ it must always be tipposite to the spin of the first particle.
The crucial step in the argument of the l-'I’R paradox is this: since i>ur 
measurement did not affist this st*cond particle,its state before the 
m»*asim*mi*nt ought to be the same as after, and therefcm- this second particle 
must have had a well defim*d spin(z-component) befon- we performed the 
mt'asurement. Ibe same argument can be extendisJ to measure components 
of spin of the si*cond particle in any dirtvtion. Thus, all of the components of 
the spin of the 2nd particle ought to b*- well defimsJ. in contradiction to 
i|uantum min hanics, whic h asserts that if one component is well defined,then 
the others are indeterminate. Accordingly, l-I*R claimc-d that the quantum 
m«*chanical dt-scription provided by the* state vector cannot K* complete. In
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thoir view, the state vector must be supplemented or rvpiaced by stimo extra 
"hidden variables".
The EPR argument hinges on the reality of the attributes of the 
particles and on the locality of the measurement procedure. The spin of the 
second particle is suppt>sed to exist, in itst*lf, even if we do not measure it; and 
the measurt»ment performed on the first particle is supposed to pri>duce no 
efft*ct on the second, distant particle, (.^antum mechanics refutes this paradox 
by denying both of thesi* suppositions. The Copenhagen interpretation tells 
us that the particles do not have attributes in themselves, but only in 
relation to a measurement procedure. Furthermore, it tells us that a 
measurement procedure on one portion of a wavefunction, at one place, 
affects the entire wavefunction, even its very distant portions. According to 
quantum mechanics, the slate vivtors t>f the two particles are st> intimately 
intertwined that it maki*s no senst* to speak 4>f the state vtvtiir of each 
individual particle. The particles an* in an entangled state
The expn*ssion for the eigenstate of net spin zero (s«0,m,»() ) formed 
from twi» states o f  spin can bt* written as
|o,o>. ^  .
(1-4)
H i t . .,  Ih f fimi ki'l in M ih  tiTm IndUnUTi Ih», »pin »tali. »( Ihn fimi p a rfltli’.and 
Ihi- »»H-ond k..| Ihat of Ihc »».lond.liir ..«ih  Indlvldu»! partirli., Ihi» »tali. m,0> 
ia ni'ilhiT an i.lurnalati- of Ihi. individual /-iomponi.nl of »pin, n o r evi-n a
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simple superposition t>f eigenstalt»s l+)J'). Thert* is nt> definite state vecUir 
for the incident particle — tmly a joint state vi*ctor for the system. Thus it is 
not surprising that a measurement of the spin of one particle affivts the other 
particle. The measurement of the spin of one particle changes the whole state.
Although quantum mi>chanics givt^ a perfivtly logical answer to the 
r.PK paradox, it d(K>s not give an answer that satisfii*s our intuition. Quantum 
mechanics asks us to ignore our intuition and to accept the weird intertwined 
non-Uval behaviour of the particles in this Ck'danken exp«*riment.
§1.5: BELL'S THEOREM
Einstein and other physicists who favourtni the existence of hidden 
variables t<M>k it for granted that the prt'dictions of quantum mtvhanics could 
be duplicatici by adopting some sufficiently large si*t of hidden variables with 
a sufficiently complicatici ensi*mble distribution. However, in l^M, Bell|i>) 
demonstratici that not all of the subtleties of the probabilistic pn'dictions of 
quantum michanics can bi* duplicatici by hidden variables. Me demonstratici 
that the correlations among spin measun*ments on two partick*s of spin in 
a state of /.ero net spin can not be duplicatici by local hidden variabili.
If a and b art* the two unit victors in diffenmt dinc-tions along which the spin 
of the two partiilict, mfernci to in sic'tion §1.4, can be measunci, then thi* 
CX1KKEI.ATION C'OI-ITK'IENT C (a,b) is definici as the average value of the 
pnciuct 5|,,:
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(1-5)
whort',
S.i ■ spin componont of partido 1 along a *± h/2 
Sh, *  spin componont of partido 2 along b * t  h/2 
If tho diroctions a and b aro tho samo,moasuromonts on tho quantum 
mwhanical spin stato oxhibit a porfi*ct corrolation, or rathor, a porfoct anti- 
corn»lation.
For oach pain*d spin moasuromont,tho valuó of (4/b )^ S., S,j is oithor +l 
or -1; honco C(a,b) is tho avorago of a st*quonco t>f +1*8 and -I's  and nt*cossarily 
falls within tho rango
-lS C (a .b )S + l (1-Í»)
If for oach pairod spin moasurt*mont, tho obsc*rvod valm*s t>f S,, and aro 
oxactly opposito, thon
(1-7)
this charactori/os a porfi*ct anticorrvlation.
If for oach pain*d spin moasuromont.tho t»bsi*rvod valut»s of S., and S,, an* 
oxactly tho samo,thi*n C'(a,b) ■ a pi»rfi*ct corn*lation.
Tho C (a,b) will fall botwwn oxtn-mo valui*s *\ and -1 if somo pairs of 
moasuromont yiold opposito spins and m>mo pairs equal spins.
14
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In quantum mechanics, over a long sequence of repeated measurements, 
C(a,b)is predicted to he given by
C i a ,  b) con6
(!-«)
when» 0 is the angle between the dirt»ctions of a and b.
For 0*0" , C(a,b) -  -1, 0 *180“, C(a,b)» +1 as expected.
For 0*90", C(a,b) ■ 0 since the second spin is always opposite the first,and 
then»f(^re has equal probabilities ft)r the two possible eigenstates *±>>/2) 
of spin at right angles; consequently, then» is no correlation betwwn S»,, and 
S,,. Hq.(l-H) can be derivi»d by assuming that a is along +z-axis and b is in the 
z*x plane at an angle 0 with x-axis.
The eigenstate h>r the rem spin state is
|0,0>*
Sinci» C(a,b) is the expt»ctation value t)f 4/>»* S.iS.,, therehin* 
C (a , b ) - ( 0 . 0 | -^ 5 .  5 * , J 0 ,0)
(1-V)
(MO)
l-xpn'ssing S., as a superpt»sltion i>f S.,and S„ and then simplifying, i»q.(l-l0) 
n*duci»s t«» eq.O-H).
Bell examim»d th«» corn’Iation ctwfficients for measun»ments of thi» spin
15
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For thtf sake of simplicity, let us consider the special case with a, b, c 
in the same plane,say, the z-x plane and with a along the +z-axis,b at an angle 
e with respect to +z axis, and let, c be at angle of 20 w r.l the +z-axis. The 
quantum mechanical correlation ct»efficients are then given byiusing eq.(l-8) 
C(a,b) w -COS0 ; C'(a,c) *-ct>s20 ;C(b,c) --cos0 (1-12)
Thus the quantum-mechanical expression for the left side of the inequality 
eq (1-11) is
C [ a .  b ) - C [ a ,  c )  c { b , c )  • -cOi-Q*coa?.B  ♦c o í j 0
(1-13)
Fi(5(1 1) Plot of|-co»e ♦ ros 2B| ♦ cos« Thr ilsshinf lint- Is thr upp«T limit sel 
by Bell's im*quality
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Fig.(1.1) shows a plot of this expression as a function of B. We see that in the 
interval 0<e<n/2, the quantum-mechanical result is inconsistent with all local 
hidden-variable thet>rk*s.
Bell's inequality eq .(l-ll) provides us with a way to discriminate 
experimentally Ix'tween the predictions of quantum mechanics and those of 
UKal hidden variables tht*ories. Before Bell's thiH>rem,such a discrimination was 
thought to hv  impossible, since hidden-variable theories are designt*d to mimic 
the results of quantum mechanics as best they can.
§1.6; A BRIEF SURVEY OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON BELL'S
INEQUALITY AND THE EPR PARADOX USING AN ATOMIC 
SOURCE.
i.b.v.CASCAiyi: soukcf.s
The early measun-ments (7) of the linear polarization correlatiim of the 
two photons prtHluani in the annihilation of para-positronium gave the 
interest to study the polarizatii>n correlation of phottm. These measurements 
were carrit»d t>ut as a result of a suggi*stii>n by Whtvler |HJ that these phi>tons, 
when detectisj. have t>rthogonal p«>larization. But it was pointi*d out by Yang 
|y) that tht*se measurements only gave the information on the parity state of 
nuclear particU»s that decay into two photons. The main stimulus to the 
pt*rformamv of pt>lari/.atU»n correlation measun*ments came first from the 
Ckxiankenexpenment of Bohm (lO) and the paper of Bohm and Aharomw (ll| 
in which the mvcalled paradox of Einstein, P»»di»lsky. and Rimen (FPR) (2) was 
put in terms of th** ptilarization of phot<ms and subs4»quently fn>m the wtirk
IN
of
The original analysis of Boll assumed ideal systems and therefore could 
m>t bt* tested in a real experimental situation.Such a test, however, was made 
possible by Clauser, Morne, Shimony, Molt 112] and Claust*r and Horne (131. 
They made the crucial assumption that the photons that are detected have the 
same propt*rtit»s as thtise that are not detected. This assumption known as mv 
enhancement hypothesis, was experimentally tested by T.Maji-Massan et al (14) 
and fi>und to bt* valid.
According to Bohm(19Sl) (10) b<ith the experimental measurements and 
thetiretical pri*dictions about particle spin are practically identical to thi>se 
relating to photon polarization. lnt*qualitii*s similar to Bell's inequality were 
derivt*d for the correlation of the polarization of paired photons of net spin 
zert» emitlt*d by an att>m Kssentially the inequality, eq.( 1-11 ),was also derivi*d 
by C'lauser, Home, Shimony and Molt (12) and it is stimetime referred to as the 
Bell, Clauser, Home, Shimony, and Holt(BCMSM) im*quality. Us impt»rtance 
lies in the fact that it represt*nts a general n*striction on the predictions of 
tht‘orii*s based on liKal realism. The BC MSH inequality q, defint*d in (12), is 
given by
-1 S n S 0 (1-14)
A number of experiments (15-23) have been conducted in an attempt to 
compart* the quantum mwhanical pri*diction for com»lation ccx'fflcients with 
those prtHlicted by the hidden variable theories. Most of these experiments 
studiisJ the correlations of the polarizations of paired photons of net spin zero
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ftnitU'd by an atom. Tho pairs of photons used in oxpcrimontal ti-sts of Boll's 
ini-quality aro i-mittod in a cascade pr<x:oss in which an atom quickly makes 
two transititms from an upper state t>f j=0, ht an intermediate state of j *1 , and 
finally to a lower slate of j *0. Since the initial and final states have angular 
momenta zero,the net angular momentum carried away by the two photons 
emitted in these two transitions must he zero, and their polarizations are 
therefore perfectly correlated
The various experim ents that have bis-n carried out differ m ainly in 
their choice of source and type of polarizers uscsi. Btxause of the angular 
correlation of the photon pairs emitti-d in the two photon decay processes from 
an atom,the finite solid angle of detectitm, and the lt)W detix'tion efficiency of 
the pholodetectors in practice, only a very small portion of the photon pairs 
emitted by the source is actually detected
With one exceplion|17|, attributed to systematic experimental error or 
possibly some other effi-cts due to the use of a calcite polarizer, all these 
experiments found a correlation that agris-d with the prediction of quantum 
mixhanics and that exci-eded the uppc-r limit demandisJ by Hc-ll’s inequality 
The inequalities lestisi in these exp»-rimenls actually weiv in the BC HSH forms 
|12| and its simplifii-d version given by rrisslmanllh|
The most successful of the above mentiomsl experiments was rep<’rh-d 
by A.Aspcsl, I Dalibard and ( ¡  Roger |2,T1 The experimental results excwded 
the Br-ITs limit by more than ♦() standard deviations l•;xperlmenlally,ll was 
found that
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r\ «  0,101 ± 0.020
in violation of ik’H's inequalities for which -l^riSO , on the other hand,taking 
into account the solid an^le of detection and the efficiencies of the polarizers, 
gave the quantum mechanical prt*diction
Hum ■ 0.112
Fig(5.1) in chap.V typifit*s the experimental arrangement ft>r these experiments. 
1.6.2:ArOM/C HYimiyGEN TWO-rHOTON SOURCE
Perrit ,^ Duncan. Beyer, and Kleinpoppen[24) measured for the first time 
the polarization correlation of the two photons emitted simultaneously by 
metastable atomic deuterium in a true second-order decay prtxress and ust*d 
the results to test the BC'HSU inequality. Single-photon decay from the 2Sv, 
state of deuterium is forbidden and. as illustrated in Fig.(2.1), in chap.II,the 
main channel for the spontam*t>us deexcitation of this state is by the emission 
of twt) photons, which can have any wavelength cimsistent with conserv'ation 
of energy for the pair, the most probable iKcurrt»nce being the emissit)n tif two 
pht>tons each of wavelength 243 nm. Since the divay proceixJs through virtual 
intermediate states, the effects of hyperfine structure can be negU*cted,and 
hence the angular and ptilari/atitm correlations are pri*dicted t() be identical 
to tht>se resulting from a 0-1-0 cascade in an atom with zero nuclear spin. 
The n»sults of measun*ments clearly agn*e with the quantum mt*chanical 
prt*diction. In addition, using the results at 22.5"and 67.5*’ gave r\ ■ 0.2hH 
±0,010, In violation of the HC'IISII inequality but in agn*ement with the 
quantum mi»chanlcal ix»sult ■•0.272 ±0.(X)H.
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§1.7: A BRIEF SURVEY OF FOURTH ORDER OPTICAL INTERFERENCE 
EXPERIMENTS USING THE TWO-PHOTON ENTANGLED STATE
1.7 AiSINGLE m O T O N  INTERFERENCE EXrERIMENT
By using a twt>-pht>ton radiative cascade describt*d elst*whore (20), 
emitting pairs photi>ns with differt*nt frequencies v, and v„ and a triggered 
deti*ctit>n scheme ft»r the st*cond photon of the cascade.P.Cirangier et al (25) 
successfully demonstrated the strong anti-corn»lation ht»twi*en the triggered 
detiH'tion on both sidi*s of a beam splitter ust»d in their expi*riment. This result 
was fimnd to bi» in ctmtradiction with any classical wave model of light, but 
agrt'tsi with a quantum description involving single-phottm statics. Using the 
same source and deti*ction scheme as mentioni*d abt>ve,they alsti observeii 
interfenmce with a visibility over W ’/n by building a Mach-/ehnder 
interferometer around the beam splitter The results t>f the first experiment 
wert* mlerprett*il using a particle picturv, on the contrary a wave picture* was 
UfH*d to interpivt the sevond (interference) experiment. Thus wave-particle 
duality is illustrati*d by these experiments 
1.7.2:f i)liKT7f ORPER INTEREERENCE EXPERIMENTS
Parametric down-conversion |2f>) is a pnK'i*ss in which a pump photon 
is incident «>n a crystal, and an idler and a signal pht>ti>n an* pre>duct‘d at 
fn*quencii*s compatible with energy conservation i.e..
(1 15)
whort* Ü),., Ü). and to, ■ u),, -to, art* the fn*quoncii*» of ihi* pump, signal and idler 
phiitons respt*ctivi*ly. It is m>t pt>ssible U> interpret tht*si* photi>ns as UK'alizi*d 
owing to relativistic constraints [27). In i»ther words,each photon is broad 
band The non-linear susceptibility of the crystal n*sponsible fi>r this prtK'ess 
is very weak and const*quently, to a g(M>d approximation, just these two 
a>rn*lated single photons are found in the output light field. These phoUms are 
in the entangled state, given by
♦  ,.ip {<*) , )  |<*>^|Wp w .
(1-16)
I lere is the probability amplitude h>r prinluctum i>f a signal photon at (o,
while ki),>, kUp-O),) represtml montK'hromatic single photon states at 
fn'quencies <i>. and (o, resptvtively. An impiirtant example of such an entangled 
state is the l•'instein-l^»d 1^lsky-Rosen-Bohm singlet state which pnnluces a 
violation of Bell's ini»qualities |2H).
A number of fourth-<»rder optical interfertmee expi*riments [2V-.l*i, and m>me 
of the ivferenci’s therein ) have bi*en carrii*d out in n*cent years. Unlike 
conventii»nal secimd-«»rder interference experiments. tht*se depend i>n the 
detiH tion of pht»t»m pairs and in the interference of two two-pht>ton probability 
amphtudiMs (40) It is an interi*sting featuri»s t>f tht*m* experimimts that quantum 
mwhanlcs alUtws tfn- visibility of the interfen-nce to b«* larger for a two-photon
2^
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state than is alk)wi*d by classical i*U*ctromagni*tic thiHiry.
A brief outline of st>me of tht*se experiments, demonstrating the 
prt>pi*rties of the entangled two-phi>t<in state produced in parametric down- 
conversion,is given bt*U>w;
1.7.2.1:F.xperiment of C.K.Hong,Z.Y.Ou,and L.Mandel 1301
The ct>herence length of the light generated in the priKess of parametric 
di>wn-conversit>n was measuri^d (40) by making ust* of the tt*chnique in which 
two similar pulst*s were superpos«*d and the overlap was measured with a 
device having a non-linear respon.se. The coherence time was found ti> be of 
sub-picosi*cond duration,as predictc*d tht*oretically (41). But the kvhnique 
suffert*d the drawback t>f using very intense light pulst*s which wen* of nt> usi* 
for the measun*ment of single photons. On the other hand, one is usually 
limited by the rt*solving time t>f the phottnietectors (-l(X) ps or longer (421 
while determining the time interval between two phott»ns.
The above mentioned limitatitms wen* overcom e by C .K .lhm g et al 
(mH7)|.30| in an experiment in which a fourth-i)rder interfen*nce ti*chnique was 
used to measure the time interval bi*twwn signal and idler pht>tons, and by 
implication the length of the photon wavepacket, pr«Hiuced in the pnKH*ss of 
parametric down-conversion.
An outline of the experiment is shi>wn in Fig.(1.2). A cohen*nt bi*am i>f 
light of fn*quency (q, fn>m an argon-ion laser oscillating on the 351.1-nm line 
falls on an K-cmlong nonlinear crystal of potassium dihydrogen 
phosphate,where s4»meof the incident photons split into two lower-frequt»ncies
24
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0), and (0j,such that co., *  to, +o>i. The signal and idler photons are dirt*cted by 
mirrors M, and to pass through a beam splitter BS as shown, and the 
supi*rpt>sed beams interfere and are dett*cted by photodeti*ctt>rs O, and Dj. The 
coincidence rate of the photons was measured by displacing the beamsplitter 
from its symmetry position by various small distances ± c8x. True photon 
coincidenci*s were plotted as a function of the displacement of the beam 
splitters and the width of the dip,shown in Fig.(l .3), pnwided the length of the 
photon wavepacket. The width of the time interval distribution, which was 
largely determined by an interfert*nce filter, was found to be UK) fs within the 
eKperimental error of 1 fs, This experiment has some similarities with the two- 
photon interference experiment (291 in which fringes were observed and 
measured but witht>ut the ust* o f a beamsplitter.
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1.7.2.2: Experiment of P.G.Kwiat et al |33)
An lnterfcrt»nce effoct, arising from a lwo-phott>n entanglini state 
produced in a potassium dihydrogen phosphate (Ki)P) crystal pumpt*d by an 
ultraviolet argon-ion laser, was observed in this experiment. Two conjugate 
beams of signal and idler photons were inji'Cted in a parallel configuration into 
a single Michelst>n interfert>meter, and deti.*cti*d st»parately by twi» pht»to- 
multipliers. while the difference in its armlength was slowly scanm^l. The 
signals from the photomultipliers were amplified in a standard manner.
The coherence lengths of the signal and idler pht>tons were measurt»d 
to be Al. *  Al, *  50 pm, which were consistent with the 10-nm bandwidth of 
filters, used in the experiment, centred at 7.2 nm. The visibility t>f the fringes 
in the coincidence count rate was found to be 52.67« ±3.0'!'« agriving. within 
the expt*rimental error, with the classical predicted value of 50*’/«.
Bt'cause of the lt)w percentage of <ibst‘rvt*d visibility, no claim could be 
made about the existence of any non-classical effivt. The classical explanation 
would be no longer possible in this case if they had succi'i'dinj in obtaining 
visibility greater than 50"/«,
1.7.2.3: Experiment of Z.Y.Ou et al |34|
A simple h>rm tif fourth-order inlerferenct* with two photons was 
proposixi by Hranson (43| as a ti*st for UKality violation without spin or 
polari/ation.giving a fringe visibility greater than 7\'ia. Eranson supp«»si*d that 
the two photons might be pri»duct*d by the cascade di*cay of an atom in which 
the initial excited state is very long liv»»d. But Z.Y.Ou et al (.34| suppom»d that
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the two photims arose from the down-conversion of a highly mom>chri>matic 
beam,t>f long ctiherence time, in a non-linear crystal.
Despite the fact that the two detectors were widely separated and the 
trajectories of the two photons never mixed, they l(H>ked for the simultaneous 
detection by binh the detectors and were successful in observing that the twt>- 
photon probability amplitude for the shorter paths interfered with the two- 
photon probability amplitude for the longer paths involving the two mirrors. 
The coincidence rate was found to exhibit a cosine variation with variation in 
path difference as predictt*d.
1.7.2.4:Experiment of j.G.Rarity et al (351
In this experiment, pairs of 826.8-nm correlated photons,generated by 
parameterically down-converting 413.4-nm Krypton-ion laser light, were 
directed into a single Mach-Zc*hnder interferometer such that each photon of 
the pair enters a different input port. The rate of coincidence at the two output 
ports displayed oscillations(as the path-length difference is swept) with a 
spatial peruHi equal to the 413-nm wavelength of the pump photon, and with 
a visibility of tiT'A, when the path length difference exceedini the ci>herence 
length of the individual phoU»n beam. This experiment unequivtHrally 
demonstrated the non-classical and entangled nature of the two-photon state. 
1.7.2.5: Experiment of P.G.Kwial et al |36l
Whenever a quantum system evolves adiabatically and cyclically and 
g(H*s back to its initial state, it develops a certain amt)unt (if phase*, called 
Berry's phasi*i441. There has been a controversy as to whether one should view
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optical ik*rry's phasos as originating from the quantum or classical 
level.P.G.Kwiat et al (36) res<ilved this controversy by t>bserving on the 
quantum level one form t»f Berry's phase, Pancharatnam phase, which was 
generated after a cycle of polarization statics. In their experiment they detected 
the coincidence of pht)ton pairs,produciHi in parametric dt)wn-conversion 
prt)cess, in conjunction with a Michelson interferometer in which one member 
of each pair acquirt'd a gix>metrical phase' due to a cycle in polarization states. 
The visibility of the coincidence fringes was found U» be quite high, viz, 6() % 
±5‘Xi. These re*sults were interpreted in terms of a non-local collapse' of the 
wave'function.
1.7.2.6:Experiment of L.J.Wang et al |37]
According to the de-Hn>glie guide>d-wave then>ry,which is a hybrid (»f 
classical and quantum concepts, there* exist wave's as well as particle**tike' 
pht>t<»ns,the former se'rving as a guide for the latter. A two-phe>ton interfere'nce 
expe'rime*nt,propose'd by CriKa e't al (45], sugge'ste'd that interfere'nce e'ffe*cts 
were expei-te'd classically but not on the basis t>f quantum me'chanics. The'y 
analyze*d the'ir expe'riment within the framework of the* de'-Hroglie* C«uide*d 
wave the*ory.
A two-photon interfere'nce expe'riment was carrieHl out,base*d on an ide*a 
preipernsJ by C'reK'a et al, by Wang et al (37) to te'st the* pre'diction of the de‘- 
Kroglie guide*d wave* the*«try. The* expe*rime*ntal re*sults e'ontradicte*d what was 
expeite'd <m the* basis of the de'-Hroglie* guide*d wave the»e>ry, but were* in geH»d 
agre*e’me*nt with the* pre'diction of standard quantum thextry.
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1.7.2.7:Experiment of A.M.Steinberg et al (38]
In classical physics, there exist important distinctions between various 
veUxrities of propagation of waves i.e., the phasi'.group,front,signal,and energy 
veliKititis. Since the advent of quantum mechanics,the question naturally 
arises:At which of these veltKities d(x.*s the photon propagate?. One might 
guess that the phtiton travels at the group velinrity in region of nt>rmal 
dispersion and negligible abst>rption, but there existed no justification for this 
guess. Hence a m*ed was there to establish the above mentioned guess 
experimentally.
A.M.Steinberget al (1W2) (381 demonstrated for the first time that single 
photons in glass travel at the group veliKity and i>bst*rved a novel, non-local 
dispt*rsi(m-cancelling efft*ct. They ust*d a two-ph<iton interferometer in which 
a conjugate pair t>f photons produced in parametric fluort»scence travelled 
separate paths and were deti*cted in coincidence after being n*combined at a 
beamsplitter. A pit*ce of glass was placisi in the path of one i>f the pht>tons, 
and a variable delay was adjusted to precisely compen.sate for it. The single­
photon propagation time was measurt*d to within apprt»ximately 4 fs, This 
kind of measurement was an inten»sting manifestation of non-UKal correlations 
in quantum optics.
§1.8: PROPOSED EXPERIMENT
As has btvn discusscsi above there has bt*en ccmsiderable rivent inten»st,tm 
the <me hand,in the cohenmee propt*rtu»s of two-ph<>ton radiation produci»d, 
for example,in the parametric down cimveraion process (29-3^1 and,<>n the
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i>ther hand, in stvcalled true single-photon interference experiments (25).
It is proposed here to carry out a single phoUm interference experiment using 
the polarization propt»rties of the two pht>tons prt>duced in the decay of 
metastable atomic hydrt>gen. Previously, investigation of the polarization 
properties of these two photons has n*sulted in a particularly fruitful and 
successful series of experiments (14. 24) to test Bc'll's lnt*quality and other 
aspects of the debate between Ux-al rt'alism and quantum mt*chanics. This new 
expi»riment will resolve the controversy surrounding the correct coherence 
length to be  asstviated with these photons and will allow, in a novel way, the 
measurement of the coherence length of the single phoU>ns of the pair, which, 
frt»m bandwidth considerations, is prt»dicted to ci>rrespond to less than two 
optical cycles at the centre fn*quency.
A conventional interferometer (Michelson.Mach-Zehnder) consists t>f a 
method of splitting a bt*am of light, introducing a phase shift by varying the 
optical path length in one arm and then ri»combining the bt*am. A maximum 
or minimum intensity is transmitted depending on the amount of phase shift 
intrtxiuced. but there will be no interfenmee if the a>hen»nce length of the light 
is less than the difference in the i>ptical path length.
It is also possible to construct what would be called a "polarization 
interfert>meter" by n*placing the usual bt*am splitters by polarizing bt*am 
splitters as shown in l'ig.(1.4). If the input bi*am is, say, linearly polarizini at 
45 ’ to the polarizer axis then the emerging light will be in a state of pure 
elliptical polarization the characteristics of which depend on the optical path
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difffrence. If, however, the optical path difference is greater than the ct>hert*nce 
length of the light, the emerging orthogonally polarized ct>mponents will not 
interfere with each other and the emerging light will appi'ar to be unpolarized. 
An interferometer of this kind could, therefon*, be ust*d to measure* the 
cohert*nce length of the light by observing the variation t>f the degrt*t» of 
polarization of the emerging radiation rather than the modulation of the 
intensity used in a conventional interferometer.
To construct a polarization interferometer along the lines describt»d 
above in the ultraviolet for a k>w intensity source of the kind used in our two- 
photon experiment at Stirling is difficult. However.essentially the same action 
can bi* provided by a multiwave plate made from uniaxial material as shown 
in h'ig.fl.S). The first surface of the plate acts as a polarizing beam splitter.the 
two orthogonally polarized components travelling at differt»nl sptvds through 
the material intriniuces a phasi* shift and the components rtvombine on 
emerging frt>m the sc*cond surface.
The behavit>ur of single phtitons in such an interfeiximeter can be 
examim*d in our twtvphoton source (24) in which the photon pair is in the 
polarization state dt*scribi*d by the entanglini state
</2
(Mb)
Then, in an arrangement in which an x-pi>larized photon is deti>cted on one 
side of the source, we can be sure that the corrt»lati*d phottm on the other side
32
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is also polarized in the x direction A single photon pi>lari7.ation 
interferometer can thus be constructed as shown in Fig.(5.5) in chap.V; the 
outputs of the photomultipliers D, and being detected in coincidence in the 
usual manner
As the optical path difference b is increased (by, for example, varying 
the thickness of the multiwave plate) the degree of polarization P, given by,
(1 IT)
of the emerging radiation will decrease [45] because i>f the finite coherence 
length L, of the photi>n In (1 17), P,, P, and P, are the Stokes' parameters 
I4aI
A measun*ment of the coherence length U, can then be made from the 
variation of P with 6 as indicated in Fig.(1.6) In the case of the photons 
emitted in the decay of metastable atomic hvdrogen the coherence length, 
based on the experimentally observed bandwidth from 185 nm to 355 nm, is 
expected to be of the tirder of 350 nm, i.e. of the order of the wavelength of 
the radiation itself
Fig.(1.6).Notional variation of degree of polarization with optical path 
difference
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U is inttTt»iiting to note that if 6 »  L., thon two pt*aks will, in principlo, 
bt* ob»t»rvablf in the coincidence spectrum with time sc'paration 6/c and we 
would conclude that the photim "came through the multiwave plate linearly 
polari/c>d along the optic axis or at right angles to it. Thus,as we should 
expi*ct,the condition 6 >> I,, resulting in no interference betwwn
ciimpiments^corn^sponds to the situation where we "know" through which arm 
of the "interferi>meter" the photon has passed If the incident phiUon is in the 
state (|x> -f |y»/V2 then, in the expi*rimenl, for each event we have made a 
measurement "forcing" the photon to be in either the |x> or |y> pi>larization 
state .On the i>ther hand, if 6 << L., the components rt*combine on emerging 
from the multiwave plate to give an elliptically polarized photon and no time 
st*paration will cKCur in the coincidence time spt*ctrum. In this cast* we do n<»l 
"know" through which arm of the "interferometer" the photon has p.issc>d.
The above discussion, of course*, implicitly assumes that a single photon 
i>f a pair, following a quantum measurement on the other com»latod pht»ton 
of the pair, pt>ssi*sses a bandwidth-determini*d cohen*nce length which can be 
measuri*d. In this cast* it st*t*ms rt*asimable to assume that the single photon 
can be rt*pri»st*nted by a single photon wavepacket with very short ct>hert*nce 
length. However, as pointi*d t»ut, for example, by rranson|42), the two 
photons, before* deti*ction of either one*,must initially be* described by 
wavepackets of a different nature. Since, in fact, the lifetime of the metastable 
state is about 1/7 sev<md the coherence le*ngth to be* associate*d with the twc>- 
phot«m excitation is extre»mely large and, if it is this coherence lemgth which
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dcli*rmint*s the interference properties of single pht>ton in its passage through 
the multiwave plate, the variation of the degree of polarization with optical 
path difference describc*d above will m>t be t)bserved.
Using the experimental arrangement shown in l'ig .(l,8) the Stokes' 
parameters of the radiation on the right (in Fig. 1.8) will bi* measured,with the 
polarizer on the left st*t with its transmission axis parallel to the x-axis,for 
various valut*s of optical path difference in the multiwave plate. F‘rom these 
measurements.a value for the ci>herence length will be found as discusst»d 
above and the controversy surrounding the ct>hert*nce length to be associated 
with single photons of a two-phoUm pair will be n‘solved.
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THEORY
§2:INTRODUCTION
A wido variety of oxpt»rimi‘nts |47-4*i) on atom ic radiation and the 
interactitm of atoms with external fields is made pt»ssiblo by the fact that the 
2S  ^ state of hydrt>gen and hydrogenic ii>ns is metastable. It has lonj; btvn 
known that the 2S^ state is rapidly quencht*d to the ground state by the 
application of a modest eliKtric field with the emission of l.yman-alpha (U.) 
photims. However,as shown in Pig.(2.1), a careful study of the quenching 
reveals that a rich diversity of interference effi*i'ts and quantum beat 
phemimenon an* possible. High pri*cision measurements i>f thi*se effects 
provide a unique tipportunity to test the thi*ory t>f the radiation pnKess in i>ne 
electrt>n ions when* accurate thix>retical pn*dictions are easily j>ossible, and 
liH>k fi>r exotic efkvts such as parity mm conservation.
rhe aim of this chapter is to discuss briefly in st»ction 2.1 the thiH>ry 
of the sp»>ntaneous radiation from the 2S», state of hydrogen and then to 
prest*nt very briefly the thcH>ry of the two pht>ton transition in st*ction  ^ 2.3 
and finally in scntions § 2..3-2 8, the quantum mt*chanical di»scription tif tw»» 
phoUms and their interaction with polari/.ers,n*tarders etc
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(2-4)
The wavefunctionj* in eq.(2-l) an* assumed tt> bt* four-ct>mpi>nent Dirac spint>rs 
and a  is the usual 4x4 Dirac matrix. Colk*cting terms,eq.(2-l) ri*duces to
|<flo . ^ x p (  iK .r)|i>|’ dO
(2-5)
In the mm-relativislic limit, u =p/mc , exp(iK.r) •! and i*q.(2-5) bi*comes 
the familiar dipole velix-ity form for the transititm rate |50). When i*q.(2-5i) is 
applii*d to the 2Sv, state of hydrogen, one finds that eli*ctric dipole ((:,) 
transitions to the ISv, gn»und state are strictly forbidden by the parity seU»ction 
ruU*s,but spontamxms magnetic dipole (M,) transitiims are allowed when 
relativistic and n*tardation corn*ctions are taken into account.
An extensive study of both the spimtanixuis and field induced single 
phottm dt*cay has bivn carrii*d out by Drake (Sll and heinberg and Saucher(521 
by expanding the plane wave vi*cttir piitential into transverse ek*ctric and 
magnetic multipoles to finally obtain the n*sult
r. ( 2S  ^ IS^ ) -  (a'* Z"' /*i72) x' (2-6)
Tor hydrogen 11. eq.(2-6) gives an M, di*cay rate of only 2,4Vf> xIO*" S4.*c which 
is much less than the 2li, divay rate (st*e si*ction 2.1.1). However the priK'ess 
is still important for the following reasons:
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* The total 2Sv, decay rate in hydri>genlike attmis with hi^h Z has been 
observed by Could and Marrus (53) and is sensitive to the M, contribution and 
further expt*riments are in pri>grt»ss i>n IT* (54].
► The M, prtK'ess pn>duct»s interference effects even for liKht hydrosenlike 
iims. I\>ssible electron self energy and vacuum polarization comH:tit>n to the 
basic M, divay have btvn studii*d by l.in and I'einberg (55). Drake (56) and 
Barbieri and Saucher(57).
2.1.1: TWO I'HOTON TRANSITION
We have discusst'd in the previous si*ction §2.1 the single pht>ton M, 
and induced E, decay modes of the 2Sv, state. However, in the absence of 
external fields, the dt>minant decay mi-chanism to the ground state for Z<40 
is the simultantH)Us emissitm t>f twt»-E, pholtms. The tw<» E, pnKi*ss arist*s from 
a second order interaction betwi*en the atom and the radiation field, as first 
shown by CitH'ppert-Meyer (58). Non-relativistic calculations of the divay rate 
have btvn performed by several authors, beginning with the early estimates 
t>f Breit and Teller(59) and culminating with the highly accurate values t>f 
Klarsfeld(6()) and Drake(6l). The applicatitm of mt>n* elegant mathematical 
Uvhniques ft>r perft»rming implicit summatitms over intermt*diate states is 
discusstnl in rtvent papers by Tung et al (62) and Costt»scu et al (6.3).
The two pht>t<m detay rate of neutral hydrogen is difficult to measure 
bivause the rate is imly H 229 stvV Ht>wever, the emissitm has btvn t>bserved 
in experiments by D.trOm nell et al (47), and Kruger and Oid (64) In cUisely 
related wt»rk, IVrrie et al (24) and Maji-Hassan et al (14) have measured the
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polarizatum correlation of the twt> photons emitti'd by metastable atomic 
deuterium. These experiments are particularly significant bt*cause the results 
are in agreement with the predictions of quantum mechanics, but violate Bi*H's 
im*quality by nearly two standard deviations. These* experiments thereft>rt* help 
ti> rule t>ut the pi>ssibility of ctmstructing a thtmry in which the indeterminacy 
tif quantum me*chanics is removed by the introduction i>f ItKal "hidden 
variables" as inspin*d by the famous Ciedanken expt*riments of Kinstein, 
Podolsky and Rosi*n (2) and Bohm (10). Hven larger violations of Bell's 
inequality have bw n observed by others, culminating in the meticuli>us work 
of Aspt*ct, Dalibard and Roger (20*21). However, their experiments art* based 
tin photons pri>duct»d in an atomic cascade t)f single photon emissions, rather 
than a true twt>-phtitt>n privess, and may be affi*cted by significant abst>rption 
and re-emission prtx'esst*s in the stiurce.
In rt*cent years, interi*st has centred on two-pht>ton transitions in heavier 
hydrogenic ii»ns. Since the decay rate increases in propt>rtion to '¿T along the 
istK*lectronic st*quence, accurate attimic- beam measurement of the dt*cay rates 
become feasible. Such measun*ments have bivn pt*rformed for Me', U*‘, 
CV‘,F ‘, S"' and Ar'^', An accurate value of the twivphoton decay rate is 
requiri*d in experiments to derive the l.amb shift fn>m the ek*ctric field 
quenching rate of the 2S  ^ |f>5|.
I'or thest* high*/ ions, it*lativistic effi*cts bt*come important. Accurate 
calculations, including relativistic effwts to all orders,have bi*en done by 
Ckildman and l>rake (fift), and Parpia and Jiihnstm (67).
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There m>w follows a brief dt»scription of theory of twevphoton transitions: 
2.1.2: THEORY OF TWO-PHOTON TRANSITION
The thtH>ry of the twi» photon transition is best discussed in terms i>f the 
scattering matrix formalism of quantum electriKlynamics. It is instructive, 
first,to rt*consider the n*sults of section §2.1 fi>r single photon transitions 
within the S-matrix formalism, and then to generalize to the two photon case. 
The sp4>ntant*ous emission of a single photon t>f frequency ti> and polarizatii>n 
e is describt'd by the first i>rder S-matrix element
S^r -  j*!»! ,(x) A** j (x) d*x
(2-7)
where, in 4-component notatii>n,
In the fi>llowing discussion a summatum over repeated indices is implied. The 
ni*cessary 4-vectors arv defimnl by
Y -  (-»fit*, li).
X m (r, ict), 
k ■ (K, i(l)/c),
A -  (A, iA„) (2-H)
with
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a . A i r )  ^ ^ i r )  d ' r
(2- 11)
U,/“ is the matrix element of the effective interaction energy of the electron with the 
ek*ctromagnetic field. It is related to the spontantH>us decay rate by
( 2- 12)
which is the same as eq.(2-l).
The simultaneous emission of two photons with vector potentials A,(x) and Aj(x) correspond 
to the second order Feynman diagram shown in F'ig.(2.2) .
By developing the ct>rresponding second order matrix nrake|66] gave the following
result
( 2- 1.1)
( f  |a . A* (ü>| ) |/iKn| (o  . A* ( w^) |i) </|a . A* (u>^ ) |/iX/7| (a  . a T (<*>, ) |i)
w „+(•>. w , w „♦<a, i*> ,
(2-14)
is the second order interaction energy. Fq.(2-14) is a genera) formulation and applies to any 
two photon transition involving states with total angular momenta
The two phiUon transition rati*s have been calculatini by Drake and C*oldman(6K]. The 
total two photon decay rate integrated over frt*qui»ncies is defini'd by
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(2-15)
The factor of 1/2 is included bt'cause the two pht>Ums are 
indistinguishable. The total thet^retical diKray rate of the 2Sv, state is given by
(2-16)
when* dVi is the spontanwus M, di*cay rate discussed in section §2.1. All of 
the tht*on*ticaI calculations wen* found be in ginni agn*t*ment with the 
expt*rimental work of Tràbert (6V) for Ar'^‘. A discussion on quadrupole 
radiation can bi* found in |6H].
§2.2; STATE VECTOR REPRESENTATION OF TWO PHOTON PAIRS
Figun* 2.1 (siv §2.1) demonstrates the important transition routes h>r the 
emission t>f a two-phoUm pair from the divay of a metastable deuterium atom 
which is in a state of zero angular momentum befon* and after emission. 
R»*stricting our attention Uî the cast* when* the twt> photons move in 
diametrically itpposite din*ctions and, since the electric dipole opi*ration is 
diagonal in nuclear and electronic spins as p<iinted out by Bn*it and Teller (59j, 
the transition 2Sv, ^  IS ,^ results in a pair of photons with no net angular 
momentum Also the initial and final atomic states an* bt)th of even parity,so 
that if is the parity operator for which
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then in ordtr to conserve parity we require
|i|f)
(2-17)
corresponding to even parity for the photon pair.
As a result of the conservation principles of angular momentum and 
parity, the state vector for the two photon in circular pt>larization basis can 
therefore be written as (141
v2
where |R,> and 1L,> represents photons of right-handi>d and left-handed 
helicity respectively, propagating to the right, while |R,> and |L,> represent 
photons of similar helicities propagating to the left The state vector, given by, 
eq.(2-18) also applies to the two-photon pair from a pO —»1—^  atomic cascade.
C^antum mechanically, measurements with a circular (>olarizer causes 
a collapse of the state vector given by eq.(2-18) into K,)®lRj) or II,, >® ll,,) 
each pt>ssibilily iKcurring with probability one half Thus tH>th photons have 
either right-handed helicity as In the state lR,>®tR,) or left-handed helicity for 
the state II., )® l^). On the other hand for a system with odd parity i.e.,
1(|()
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instantantH)usIy when one of the photons of the pair is first analyzinl and 
detecti*d, irresptvtive of the si^paration between them and of the cht>ice of x t>r 
y din*ction which is arbitrary with n*spt*ct to rotation about the axis of 
propagation. Thus, the result of the polarization measurement of the phoU>n 
by a detector tin one side can be ct>nsidered to determine instantant>ously the 
ri*sult ft>r the polarization state t)f the t>ther phottm of the pair, despite the fact 
that the detectit>n events are space-like si'parated in the relativistic sense.
§2.3: DENSITY MATRIX REPRESENTATION OF THE TWO PHOTON 
PAIR
The state vi»ctor eq,(2-20), representing the twt) phtiton pair, can also be 
repn»sented in the matrix formfstv Appt*ndix;§D) as follows. We have seen that 
in the linear polarization basis
1*1- jL  (|X,)®|X,>-|V,>0|V',>1
//
(2- 22)
so that its ad)oint is
<*|- ^  l(x , la O tJ - i/ , I® / ,!!
(2-23)
The density matrix, (a dt>tailed description of the density »>pi*rator and its 
impt>rtance is given in Appi‘ndix;§B) reprt»st*nting the twit photon pair, is then
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given by
P *  (2-24)
p - - |  I |® |x ,Xx j | ♦ |x,Xy, ¡®|x,Xyj| * |y,Xx, I® ly^Xx, | + lyjXy» ¡®|yaXyj|]
(2-25)
In eq.(2-25), the parameters,labelk'd "1"&"2'^corresponds to the two photons and 
during the process of multiplication of matrices(kets and bras),care must be 
observtnj that the matrices(kets and bras) for photons labelUnJ "1" and "2" should 
multiply with their own respi*ctive matrices! kets and bras) and the labellinJ "I" 
terms should fall on the right side of the symbol ®;and the terms labiOling '‘2 ’ 
should fall on the left side of the symbol ®,of course, the matrix multiplication 
order has to be observt*d. The use of i*q.(A-l4) in Appendix; *iA) converts the 
above equation eq.(2-25) into the following ft)rm
1 0  0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 i ;
(2-26)
In circular polarization basis,|v) and (v|/| takers the forms as given below:
|Hl>- ^  [|R,)®|K,).|Z.,l©|i.,»
(2-27)
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Thf a)mpononts of 9 ‘ art*
=(f, .#,)sin2e. #, =0 ;l, =(#, -#,)cos2e
§ 2.5:RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DENSITY MATRIX AND STOKES 
PARAMETERS
Consider light characterized by a density matrix pA»r Sti>ki*s parameters 
I’id’j.1% (descriht'd in Appendix; $E) being analyzed by an imperfivt linear 
polarizer described by a matrix A, Beh>re passing through the polarizer the 
light is described by the density matrix p and Sh>kes parameters P,,Pi,P, and 
after passing through the polarizer A the light is dt*scribt*d by the density 
matrix p or Stokes parameters P, .1*2,1% according to t‘q.(2-.V>)
p -  A p A- (2-47)
when* A‘ is tht* matrix adjoint of A. I'he Stokes parameters and density 
matrices are relatt*d by the folU>wing expression (Blum ,WK1)
P --
P^-iPA
2[P^*iP^ l-P^ }
(2-4H)
and the intensity of the two-photon signal reci>rdi‘d by the ph»>tomultipher is 
thi'n given by eq,(2-v‘^ 7) i.e
I -  Tr p (2-44)
As we have s»*en the matrix for the linear ptilarizer A, as given by i*q.(2-44),
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§2.6 ANALYSIS OF THE POLARIZATION STATE VECTOR OF THE 
TWO-PHOTONS BY TWO LINEAR POLARIZERS
In the situation whcro the two-photons an* fmittod simultanoi>usly in 
oppi>sito directions and dett*cti*d by the two linear polarizers A and H placinl 
diametrically on in opposite sidi.*s of the simrce, as illustrated in 
Fig.5.1(chap.V;§5.2), one can write (14) the density matrix ft>r the polarizatiim 
state of the two-photons as
Q (A®B) ' .
(2-59)
Taking the trace yields the intensity of the two-pht)ton coincidence 
signaU(H),i.e
r  ( 0 )  -  T / e ,  ■ C O S ' 0 t Z e ^ „ B i n -  0 J
(2-60)
when* Cm «*nd c„ an* the transmission efficiencii*s for light polarized In a 
diri*cti<m parallel and perpendicular to the transmissUm axis of each t>f 
polarizers A and H.Fq.2-60 givi*s the following expn*ssions for the two-photon 
atincidence signal at angles 0«O",9O" and ±45"
n o )  - - i  ; r (90) r ( .4 5 )  . - i  ( « , . « , ) '
(2-hl)
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§2.8:RETARDERS
Ki'tjrdation plates, or phase shiiters.including quarter- wave plates 
(QWP),half wave-plates (HWP), and full-wave plates (FWP), are elements 
primarily use*d in the synthesis and analysis of light in various statics of 
polarization. The simplest n.>tardation plate is a slice cut out of a uniaxial 
crystaKbirefringent material) such that the slice contains the crystalline optic 
axis. There is a veltKity difference bi^twwn the ordinary ray(o ray) and 
extraordinary ray(e ray) within the plate, when a beam of light is incident 
normally upon it. As the o and e beams traverse* the plates, a phase difference 
accumulates betwwn these* rays which is proportional to the distance travelle*d 
within the plate*. C>n emerging from the plate* the* o and e rays re»ct)mbine 
form a be*am ge>ne*rally in a differe*nt state of polarization frtim the incide*nt 
upon it.
The exte*nt to which the phase t>f one ct>mponent is retarde*d re*lative to 
the other is called the retardante* <> (ofte*n calk'd the re'tardation). Retardation 
is the magnitude* of the relative* phase* change* and hence* is always positive*. 
The optical path differe*nce* 6 be*twe*e*n the two be*ams is given by
6=±d(n„-n,.) (2-7:^ )
wher
n„ «refractive* index of o ray 
n, «re'fractive index of e ray 
d ■ thickne*ss tif the plate 
X » wavelt*ngth in free* space*
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When n,,>n„ we have a ptwitive uniaxial crystal and when n^n., we have a 
negative uniaxial crystal.
The phase difference between two rays travelling through a bi-refringent 
material is 2n/X times the path difference i.e
Phase difference -  (p =(2ti/>.)6 (2-74)
Prom eqs.(2-73,74), we have
2n d (n . n„)
(2-75)
If the thickness of the plate is such that the phase difference (retardation 
of the slow ray by comparist)n with the fast ray at emergence) is 1/4 
wavelength (I.e (p « 2r(1/4) =n/2),the plate is called a zero or first order 
(JWP.If the phase* difference at emerge*nce is 1 /2 wavele*ngth [<p ■ 2n(l /2) *n|, 
the plate is calk'd a zero or first order HWP. If the phase* differe*nce at 
emerge*ne'e* is se>me multiple* t>f 1/4 or 1/2 wavele*ngth, the plate is calk'd a 
multiple orde*r or high order plate. It is the phase difference and not the 
physical thickness of the plate to which these names refer. A retarde*r that 
produce's the* same change irre*spe*ctive* e>f the wavelength of the* light is calk'd 
achromatic.
Since biith the o and e ray re*fractive indice»s e>f mi>st materials are strongly 
wavelength de*pe*nde*nt, the retardation which accumulate*s within a plate of 
spe*eifie*d thickne*ss is also wave'length depe*ndent.
Within the plane of the re'tarder, the crystalline optic axis and the axis
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m>rmal to it art* t>fton called the "fast" or "slow" axes (whichever is appropriate, 
depending on whether the uniaxial crystal is positive or negative).
By rotating the retarder about one of thi*sc* axes or the other it is possible to 
adjust the value of rt'tardation achievini. Rotation about the crystalline optic 
axis increases the efft*ctive thickni»ss t>f the plate, but dtH*s mU affect the 
vekK'ity difference between the o and e rays, thus increasing the accumulated 
retardation.
Rotation amund the other axis both increasi*s the effective thickness of 
the plate and reduces the velocity difference betwi*en o and e rays. The latter 
effect dominates for small rotation riniucing the accumulatc^d retardation.This 
is how a narrow band retarder may be tuned over a limited range of 
retardation at fixi*d wavelength or over a limited range of wavelength at fixt*d 
retardation.
The efft*ct t>f a retarder on a bi*am of polarizi*d light dept*nds on three
things:
» the initial state of polarization
• the orientation of the n>tation abi>ut an axis pt*rpt‘ndicular to the disc 
measun»d with resptvt to the axi»s of polarization of the incident bt»am ,
» and the tu‘t value of retardation.
The efftvt of the MWP is to rotate the plane of plane pt>larizt‘d light 
incident with its plane of polarizatitm at an angle H to the axis through an 
angle 2«. The HWP converts I.C‘P (left circular polarized) ink» RCP (right 
circular pt>lariztsi) and vice versa.
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ciiUblisht*d by Blum(iyHl) and is given by t*q.(2-48) in §2.6. Comparistm of 
eq,(2-85) with oq.(2-48) gives the following relations
1 ♦ P. »Zcos*  ?  ; 1 P . ' Z B i n * * ?
( 2- 86)
(2-87)
Prom eqs.(2-86,87), one can easily derive the follt>wing n*lations:
P,(<p) » cos(p 
P,(tp) = 0
P»((p) » -sin <i> (2-88)
Thus we st*e from the above n>lations that the Stokes' parameters an* very 
much dependent on the retardance intn>duced by the n*tarder.Sptvtral 
distribution of the two photon and the transmission efficiencii»s t>f the 
impi*rfecl linear polarizers have not been taken into consideration while 
deriving tht*si* n*lations. We shall be using thest* n*lations to compute the 
Sttikes' parameters of the non-achromatic n*tarders chi»sen for our experiment 
in Chap.IV.
2.8.3:ATTAINMENT OF VARIABLE RETAROANCE (NON-ACHROMATIC) 
To obtain a variable n*tardance it would be possible in principle ti> use 
a Soleil-Babinet compt*nsator, but this usually has a limiti*d apt‘rture of only 
10 mm. MultipU* order quartz plates an*, in general, t<M> thick (0.75 mm to 1
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(i\,-n,)x, • 2<i\, -n,)^ then ecj.(2-92> reduces to R(X,) ■ 2 wavelengths.lr\ other 
words,a half wave length retardation at A., becomes a two wavelengths 
retardation at X,.Hence.the formula given by eq.(2-V2) is very useful in 
determining the retardation of a half-wave plate of given thickness at various 
wavelengths as discussed in si'ction *i4.10 (choice i>f retarders) of Chap IV.
rig 2.3 Hi-refringence (n. n.) analysis with respect to wavelength X.
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2.8.4:Delay and Displacement of "e" and "o" ray wavepackets by a 
biréfringent plate
lA>t US tissumo that a single photon of a two-photon pair can bt> 
repn*st*nti*d, after deti*ction of the other phott>n of the pair, by a linearly 
polari/i*d,minimum uncertainty wavepacket (f'ig.2.4) with a sptHrtral 
distribution A(co) and a carrier frequency (corrt'sponding to a carrier 
wavelength =(2rc)/(o„ «243 nm here*). C>n entering a biréfringent plate 
wht»se axis is set at an angle t>f 4f>" to the plane t>f polari/.ation.the photon can 
be considen'd to be split into orthogonally polarized compt>nents ("o" and "e" 
waves) which propagate indept*ndently through the plate. The ct>rresponding 
group veUK'itii»s an*;
v„ {"o"w av9)  -  •
(2-93 a)
{" • " w a v )  -
(2-93 b)
The n*Hulting time difference At pr»>duced N'twivn the twt> ct>mpt>nents t»n 
passing through a plate of thickness d is
d dA r* ( )


CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
§3.INTRODUCTION;
A Hchomatic diagram of the main components of the apparatus is shown 
in Fig.3.1. A radio frequency (rO ion source is ust*d to extract a bt*am of 
deuterons which are fiKust*d by an einzel lens into a caesium charge exchange­
cell prt>ducing a neutral beam of atomic metastable deuterium (with about 25 
% in the excitixJ 2S^ state) which is collimated before entering the detectit>n 
region. IX'Uterium was uscni rather than hydrogen since, for a given metastable 
density and hence twt>-photon signal, the noise generated by the interaction 
of the beam with the background gas was less in the former case. The bt»am 
indepi*ndent background is mtmitort*d by clt>sing the gate-valve at either end 
of the caesium charge-exchange cell, thus cutting i>ff the beam.
In the detection n.‘gitm, the beam is obst*rved by two symmetrically 
positiLined U.V transmitting optical systems consisting t>f a vacuum window, 
lens, pile-of-plates polarizer and fast photomultiplier. The phot<»multiplier 
tubi‘s are coupled to a delayisj coincidence circuit which monitors the 
distribution of arrival time difference of pulst»s from the photomultiplier 
anodes.
The metastable flux is monit<m*d by quenching in an elivtric field. In 
the final chambt*r, and the n*sulting l.yman alpha radiation is deti»cU'd by a 
photomultiplier (PM) in front of which is placi^d an oxygen filter with lithium 
fluoride (LiF) window. A C-type ekvtromagnet (B«0.05 Ti*sla) and Faraday
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FigS.I.Scherrutic diâgmni of the Apparatus.
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cup, situatiHi at the extreme end of the apparatus, are used to mass analyze the 
ii*ns priKiuciHi before the caesium cell is activated and to collect the neutral 
beam respectively.
In the following section, a detailed and comprehensive description is given 
of the major systems and equipments involved in the experiment to prixiuce 
and manipulate the beam and to deU*ct and analyze the two-photon signal. 
S3.1: DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OF ION SOURCE
In order to produce an ion beam, an ion source, model C-SCTI73 
(manufactured by High Vi>ltage Engineering Europe N.V AmersExirt, the 
Netherland) was used in the experiment. It is shown in Fig..1.2 along with its 
pttwer supplies. It is a heavy-duty, prolific stmree of hydrogen and other 
ionsfe g Ar.l le,Ne,Ze,Kr,CO„etc)
The quartz source bottle,sh<iwn in Eig 3.2, contains the deuterium gas which 
is supplied from a cylinder of 5 litres at btXI psi and is excited by a 140 
MHz,2(Xl W, si-lf exciting rf oscillator The rf oscillator has two 4Cx250 I) air 
c<K>led ekvtron tubes and is capacitively coupled to the plasma discharge.
The rf output is fed via two exciter lines to a 3<X) tl transmission line and 
is coupled to the source bottle by external electrodes placed on either side of 
the magnet which is conmx'ted tti a power supply of 135 V,1.5 A d.c.
A gap t>f height 1 inch betwwn the outer edge of the top clip and the 
magnet,on the feeder line, ab<ive the shorted end of the exciter line, provides 
the load adjustment A variable capacitorfl .b pE,l 5 kV), conm-ctisl in parallel 
with thi' electrodes, tura-s the source The thri-e elements of the einzel lens an-
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supported, aligned and insulatt*d by porcelain insulators. The assembly is, in 
turn, positioned on the source axis by a close tolerance fit within the vacuum 
chamber. The lens electrode inside diameter is 1.25 inch.
The rf source and einzel lens assemblies are mounttni in a 6-inch 
diameter bushing assembly, a section of which is insulated for 3() kV. A beam 
energy up to 35 keV (3() kV accelerating,5 kV probe) with a maximum current 
of approximately 2 mA is possible.
The plasma discharge is biast*d with resptvt to the extraction canal by 
the probe* voltage. The extraction canal is 2 mm in diameter and 16 mm in 
length. It is surrounde*d by an insulating quartz slei*ve. A sheath region 
develops between the canal tip and the body of the discharge as the probe* 
vtrltage is raisi*d. A sphe*rical plasma surface is forme*d at the* mouth of the 
quartz sleeve then*by se*rving as a lens to hxus the itms through the canal. The 
ion be*am is accelerate*d in the n*git>n be*twien the canal and the earthe*d snout 
of the einzel lens. One can ope*rate the einzel le*ns by a variable* voltage* divide*r 
fulfilling the condition)
(3-1)
hr focus the be*am on the target.
Alignment be*twien the strurce* head and le*ns asse*mbly is pri»de*termine‘d and 
repe*atable. The flow rate of the deuterium gas was controlle*d by a palladium 
leak. The souriv output is optimi/e*d by the contnrJ of the source* gas pressure, 
magnetic field, <rscillator loading and accek*ratum vciltages. The plasma is 
confine*d and positioned with an axial magne’tic fit*ld.
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It was possibit* to oporato tho ion sourco for several weeks at U>w energy • 
85() eV with a very stable output, after which the canal and quartz bush need 
ivplacement.
§3.2: CAESIUM CHARGE-EXCHANGE CELL
The cat»sium chargen’xchange cell Fig.3.3 is based on a design propt)st‘d by 
Bacal et al [70). It is a closc'd cycle cell which minimises the loss of caesium 
by returning caesium metal, which condensi's on the cell ports, continuously 
to the cell evaptirator.
The central n»gion t»f the cell (the evaporator) is heated to a temperature at 
which the di*sired caesium vapour pressurt* is obtaim^i. In our case.the 
calcium was heated to between 100”C and 110°C temperature at which a 
vapour pressure of 10 ' torr could be achievi*d. A tempt*rature of bi*twi*en 30“C 
and 40"C, a few degrt*t* higher than the melting point of caesium which is 28.5 
"C, is impost»d on the extremities t>f the cell by temperature controlled 
circulating water. By doing st>,we thus create a temperature gradient outside 
the central ist>thermal n*gion.
The internal surface of the cell is lined with si»veral layers t>f fine stainless 
sttvl wire mi»sh(wick) tightly fitting against the wall. The heater wire,to heat 
the caesium, is made of Kanthal material of length 7m and of n*sistance V(HI. 
The liquid cai*sium which condenHt»s on the wall is spread t>ut by capillary 
action and diH*s not get a chance to" ball up" and bl<K'k the beam. The caesium 
Is continuously purifU*d by succi^ssive prtK'essi»s of evaporation and 
condensation.
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Thf cawiium liws rate through the ports of this type of cell is reported to be 
|711 6.1x10 < ({/hr at the evaporator temperature of 110°C and a condenser 
temporaturf of 32°C.
The cell can be isolated from the vacuum system by means of (.ate valves at 
either end It has thnv auxiliary ports one of which supports a nis -^dle valve 
for flushin({ the cx-ll with Ar({on/Nitro({en when char({in(. with caixiium and 
the other suppttrts a l.an(;muir-Taylor htJt wire ioni/ation detix'tor. 
S3.3:VACUUM SYSTEM
The vacuum system consists of thriv stainless chambers.individually 
pumped,dc.si({nated from the source as a nK-tan({ular tank.vacuum ({enerator 
chamber I (VCil) and vacuum ({enerator chambc-r II (VC:il). All these- chambers 
can be isolated from their pumpin^ .systems by quarter swin({ butterfly valves, 
pneumatically controlled A bri«-f description of these- chambe-rs is({ive-n be-low: 
Rectanuular lank
This tank takes the form of a n-e tan({ular shape-d chambe-r,of dimensions 
27.Sx25..Sxll).5 cm , linke-d with the- ion seturce asse-mbly for its suppetrt and 
alignment. It is pumpe-d with a six inch type-(i:06) oil diffusion pump IJI’I, 
with a water-ctK.led chevron baffle- to prevent the- backstre-aming of the- pump 
oil It has threv ports.one- for the roughing line-.the- sevond f<ir pressure- 
monitoring and the third spare-- te> be- use-d, ftir example for the- inse-rtion of a 
rotractahio f'araday cup.
The- diffusion pump is backe-d by a single- stage oil fille-d rotary pump 
type El) 661) to obtain a pre-ssure- of the order of -1 0  ’ torr.
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With tho stiurcf off. a pressurt* of -  10 '  torr was attainable in the rectangular 
tank, A detivtable effect on the pressure* inside the tank was obsc*rved with the 
ion beam on. A higher pr\»ssure of 5 x 10  ^ torr was recorded in this case. A 
better pressure i>f the order of 5 x 10 '  tt>rr resulU'd when the temperature of 
the caesium charge-exchange cell was ri*duced from 110”C to 90"C. 
UUVCHAMBi-KS I& II
These* are* identical 8 inch UHV cre>sspie*ce»s bolte*d toge*ther and pumpe*d 
by 6 inch IX)f> diffusion pumps with thormo-e*levtric and water ceH>le*d che*vron 
baffle's re*spe*ctive*ly. An ultimate pre»ssure of » 1 0 "  torr could be* achie*ve*d in 
24 hours. Backing was provide*d by an ISC 450B double*-stage* e>il fille*d rotary 
pump Santovac 5 pumping fluid is used throughout be*cause of its e'xceptional 
high vacuum pe*rformance*. in particular.its che*mical and thermal stability, its 
e*xtre*me*ly low vapour pre*ssure*(2xl0torr at 20’C) and its bre*akdown 
products be*ing e*le*ctrie'ally conducting.
Bolte'd to the e*nd of tank VCill is the* magnet tank with a short be*am line* 
attache*d,pumpe*d via tank VCIII.
A combination of coppe*r and rubbe*r gaskets are* use*d to se*al the* 
chambe*rs and e*ach chambe*r has an ie>n gauge* head with thorium coate'd 
iridium filame*nt(non-bum-out) and a me*asuring range* of 10 ' 10"' torr.
§3.4 QU EN CHIN G A RRAN G EM EN T
Positive ions (de*uterons), me*tastable*s and gnmnd state neutrals are* the 
main compone*nts of the be*am after having left the cae*sium charge-exchange
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cell. The singles background duo to deuterons is usually Uh> large to be coped 
with by the electrcmics system. I fence, in order to mtinitor this background.a 
system consisting of a set of four plates, two inner and two outer shown in the 
Fig.3.1, was designed similar to that of Spiess et al (72). It was fitted through 
the top flange of UHVI chamber adjacent to the bi*am exit from the charge»- 
exchange cell. Kwping in view the limitatitins of the physical space in the 
UHVI chamber and other constraints.the dimensions of 31 x65 mm  ^for a pair 
of Inner plates si'parated by 40 mm, was found to be the most suitable choice.
The electric field.due to a voltage of ±2CX) V applied across these plates, 
was strong enough to quench the metastable flux ) 'W.V'X. bef(»rt* entering the 
detection region. But we did ru)t make ust» of tht*st‘ pre-quench plati*s U) 
mtmilor the background, instead we preferred te» close* the gate-valve e>n either 
side of the charge-exchange cell. By doing se», we reduced the background 
noise* and ci>nse*e]ue*nt ern>r as discussed in §4.6 of chapter IV.
Ant>ther se*t of four plate*s,having dime*nsions one thirel of the pre*- 
que*nch plate's described abewe* we*re* used in UMVIl chambe*r. In this case* a 
constant voltage of ±200V was supplied acrews them to que*nch the* metastable*s 
to obtain I.yman-alpha radiation which was monitored by a I.yman-alpha 
photomultiplier to give* a me*asure*me*nt of the* metastable* K*am flux (se*e* 
sex'tion 3.6.1).
§3.5;NEUTRAL BI'.AM DETECTOR
The* ne'utral be*am de*te*ctor consists of a Faraday cup.with a guard ring 
and a 90"/» transparency tungste*n wire me*sh ove»r the cup e»ntrance With the
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guard ring and mosh biassi*d negatively, the cup opi*rates as an electron- 
suppressed Faraday cup,to measure the charge ct>mponent of the beam. With 
the chargi*d component of the beam defli*cti*d by the quench field, and a 
positive potential on the guard ring and mesh, it measures the neutral 
component of the beam. In this latter case the stvondary electrons, emitted by 
the neutrals striking the surface,are acceleratini out t>f the cup through the 
positively biasi*d grounded mesh The positive curn*nt fhiwing from the 
dett*ctor can then be used to measure the neutral current prt>vidi*d the 
secondary ekvtr<m emission ctvfficient is kni>wn. Prt>del et al (73) found the 
same value 1.7 for the coefficient at a beam energy t>f I kev for both 
metastabk^ and ground state neutrals.
§3.6 PHOTOMULTIPUI-R TU BE
Keeping in consideration the spi*ctral response and time ri*solution 
requiri*d, we made use t»f the photomultipliers, type *^ 88.3 QA and ^^ 883 QB 
previously selected for the expt*riment of IVrrie et al 124)). These* tubes were 
fast linearly fiKUsenl types cht>st*n for timing applicatiims with an output pulse 
rise* time of 2.2 ns and a gain of 3  xlO". The sptvtral si*nsivity of the bi-alkali 
photinathodes was in the range from 180 nm to f>(X) nm and the quantum 
efficiency ri=28 % at X*420 nm The dark count rate of these photomultipliers 
was found to be about 40 sec ' (^#883 QA) and 130 se*c ' (*i883 QB) ri*spt‘ctively.
In order to avoid vt>ltage gradients acn>sH the phtitomultiplier window, both 
the phott»multipliers with their cathod(*s wen* opi*rated at ground potential. 
Any,4*lectric field may »ntn*duce some sensivity to polarization in the
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photomultiplior windt>ws.
3.6.1: l.YMAN-Ai.PHA PHOrOMUl.TIPULR
In order to monitor the 1.,, radiation (X »121.6 nm), a photomultiplier tubt*, 
obtaimni from 1-MI, type Ci-()K-1H, havin>; spivtral responsi» in the ran^e of 
from 105 nm to 220 nm, was used in conjunction with a I.H- windi>w coupli*d 
ti> a sU>w shaping amplifier (Nl- 4603) and integral discriminator (NIi 4623). 
The discriminator output is fed to a ratemeter and two scalars. One of these 
scalars mi>niti>rs the metastable beam, the other the background. An 
eUvtrometer (type, Keithly, Model 610 C) was uses! measurt* the output 
frttm the neutral detector.
To priuiuce a filter for photons, dry O, was allowed U> flow bi*twwn the 
l.il- vacuum window and the phtito-multiplier tube. The above mentiont‘tl l.il- 
window was coven*d by an aperture of 3 mm diameter to reduce the count 
rate to an acceptable level.
§3.7 PILE OF PLATES POLARIZERS
To athieve a degrw of polarization, the twt> polarizers, ustnl In the 
experiment of IVrrie et al |24|, wen* re-employt*d In the prt*si*nt expt»riment. 
They were pile-of-plates polarizers consisting of 12 fusi‘d silica suprasil plates 
having a short wavelength cut i»ff a( 160 nm. The dimension <if each plate was 
100 xl60 x2 mmVThe plates were st*t at the Hn*wster angle • 56.31'* to the 
incident light t>f wavelength X «243 nm TTie plati*s were stacked in two 
ci»mplemen!ary groups of six platens to cancel transverse ray displacements. 
Surface scattering eff(*cts (vf these* plate*s are minimised by ptilishing them to
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2X pi*r fact* at X « 243 nm,
Fig,3.4 (74) shows Iho rofloction cix-fficiont for the transverse* magnetic 
mode (IM ) i.e the mtnie in which B-field vevtor is perpt*ndicular to the plane 
of incidence and F-field ve*ctor is parallel to the plane of incidence (alst) known 
as p-component) and TH (transverse elwtric mode) mode in which li-field 
vectt>r is perpendicular to the plane i>f incidence (also known as s- 
ct>mpt>nent). These* re*fle*e'tion cevfficients are* dete*rmine*d from the Fre s^nel 
eciuatiems(74|. Ne*gative* values of the* reflec tion ciH'fficient for both the* Tl- and 
TM mode*s indicate a phase* change* in the F and H ve*etors on refle*etion.
The* fractie>n of power I* in the incident wave that is refle*cte*d or 
tran.smitte*d,calle*d the* re*fle*ctane'e*and transmittance* re*spe*ctive*ly, de*pe*nds upon 
the ratio of the square's of the amplitude*s,give*n by 
Re*fle*e tance;TI' mode(s-e<>mp)
CHAPTER in
Fig<3.4).Reflection(r) and tnnamiasion(t) coefficients for the case of extemsl 
reflection,with n ■ ni/n, «1 .5 0
«»M* «.•««■«* •«•Mil*
A«ie»e •«
Ftg(3.5) Reflcctance for both extcmsl and internal reflection when n«l and n«1.50.
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Reflectance: TM (mixie) i.e( p-comptment)
/3 ]
, n^coG0*v'n^ s i n 0^ j
Transmittance: TM (mode)
/7* c o80*v'n* sin^O )
Fig..1,5 shows the reflcvtance for both external and internal reflivtion 
when n,«l and n,*1.5. The curve for the case t>f external reflection,TM 
mt>de(p-comp), indicates that no wave energy is n*flt*ctc*d when the angle t»f 
incidence is near 60”. Mt>re precisely R,M=tl when 0=tan ‘ n=0B, the Brewster 
«ingle. R,, diK*s not go to zero under this condition, so that the refli*t'tt*d light 
contains only the Tl‘ mode and is linearly polarized with R,, *  15"/,..
For normal Incidence* (0=0), the refk*ctance f»>r the TF' mode (s-comp) 
is given by
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nocessarily, purifies the transmitti^J bi*am.
The Airy expressions (75) for the Reflection and Transmittance for the 
TK minle art» given by
• A n l z U l . r
i^-7)
Transmission through a single plate of suprasil (n*1.54 at \ *243 nm) 
for TF mode is given by
j, _ 2 (1 .5 1 1 )»  ^
(3-H)
Therefon*,transmission through m plati»s=(7,,"’■(0.735)'".
Tv> reduce the TF component to li*ss than 5 'V», we nt*ed m > 10. 
Therefore we chose 12 plates for which T,‘* *  (0.735)'* ■ 0.025 then*by giving 
us the degriv of polarization
p .------- ^ , 0 . 9 5
(3-9)
Although multiple n*flivtion bt*twivn plati^ can occur, diverting a 
proportion of the unwanted radiation back inU» the transmitUni beam and thus 
reducing the expiKUsl p<»lari/ation. Conn and Falim (75| have shown that no 
significance reduction in the TM compt>fH*nt would be expi'cted prttvided only
KH
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$3.9:RETARDERS
llalf-wave plates (MWP) and quarter-wave plati^ (QWP), achromatic 
over the spectral range of from 185 nm to 300 nm, and four special non- 
achromatic half-wave plates at wavelengths X=486 nm, 300 nm. 243 nm and 
200 nm, (zero-order doublets), each having thickness d»2 mm, were ustni in 
the experiment in conjunction with the pile of plates polarizers. Thest* 
retarders, each t>f 30 mm aperture, weiv obtaini>d from CkuKh and Housi'go 
l.imited Comhill llminster Somerst*t, England. A detailed di^ription and 
working of retarders is given in ^2.8 of chapter 11 and the proct»dure for the 
choice of the above mentioned half-wave platen used as depolarizers is 
described in ^ .10  of chapter IV. Special cylindrical mounts of aluminium and 
copper were designed to hold thi»se rtMarders. These mounts fitted very well 
into the fronts of the polarizers and UIIV I chamber. The relative angle 
betwi*en the fast.axis of n*tarder and transmission axis of the polarizer could 
be set with the aid of a plastic graduated scale fixiul at the supporting end of 
the polarizer.
§3.10 SYMMETRICAL OPTICAL SYSTEM
The optical system, ft>r ultra-violet(UV)light,comprisi*s of the following 
components:
► Two photomultipliers (stvtitin J|3.6)
* Two pile-of-plati*s pttlarizers (M*ction §3.7)
* Tw<> bi-convex U*ns4*s(suprasil) each of ftKal length 50 mm,refractive index 
n(X)«1.4585 at \ «587.6 nm.
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► Two glass vacuum windows(suprasil) each of diameter 50 mm,thickness 
»5 mm.
► Vacuum system(section §3.3)
► Optical bt*nches and holders
In the UHVI chamber, on each side of the atomic beam the radiation 
passt's through the suprasil window which is followed by a suprasil bi-convex 
lens, which focuses the light through a pile-of-plates polarizer, hirming a 
magnified image at the photomultiplier cathode as shown in the Fig.3.6. 
Spt*cial mounts were prepared for holding the windows, providing an easy 
and manageable access for fitting them on to the interior end ( -  25 mm from 
the atomic beam line) of the snout of UHVI. The other end of the snout 
supports one end of the polarizer on a tight fitting rotatable teflon bi*aring. The 
photomultiplier and polarizer were supptirted on the optical benches coupled 
together by a light tight aluminium bearing. The optical benches were 
aligned,positioned and supported on 2 m long aluminium table bolted at right 
angles tt> the main framework of the experiment. The alignment of lenses and 
windows is discussisJ in section §4.4 of Chapter IV.
§3.11 SYSTEM INTERLOCK
To protect the various systems and compiments involved in the prog*ct 
from any damage espisrially the ion source due to a failure of the vacuum, 
water C(X)ling for diffusion pumps, high voltage and mains power supply, an 
interUKk system, designed by Perrie et al (24) was instalk*d with the 
expt»hment.
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§3.12:COINCIDENCE ELECTRONICS
The best possible practical timing rest>Iution was achieved by designing 
a coincidence electronic system comprising of fast amplifiers,discriminators,a 
time-to-amplitude converter(TAC), scalars, pulse stretcher and multichannel 
analyzer(MCA). A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Pig.3.7. 
Throughout.matcht*d 50 U cables were used and great care was taken to match 
the photomultiplier anodes to the cables. In spite of the fact that dc coupled 
amplifiers and discriminators were used, it was felt desirable to opt»rate the 
phot<H:athodes at ground potential to avoid stray electric fields in the detectitm 
region. In consequence, photomultipliers antnies had to be ac ct>upled,however 
no evidence for pulst* pile up on the bliKking capacitors was observt*d.
Initial opt»ration of the deti*ction system gave rise* to a numbt*r of spuriou.s 
coincidence peaks, but most of thesi* were discovered to be either cross-talk 
between the coincidence channels,or elt*ctrical pick up. A small spurious 
coincidence peak was still observed in spite o f  the elimination of the above 
mentioned effects. After a number of tests this peak was ascribiHl tt» cosmic 
rays t>r pt>ssibly raditwetive decay induced fluorescence in the fusc^ d quart/ 
components. Similar effects have bt*en observi»d by Novick [76], King et al [77), 
O.Connel et al |471, Perri et al|24), Haji-llasHan et al (M).
In order to a>mpt*n.sate ft>r this effect in prtwious expt*riments,the 
metastable bt*am was modulated by a dc electric quenching field while 
synchronously switching the detivtion system. It did help to eliminate the 
spurious effect,but the measuring pi>riod was almost doubU^d in this exerclsi».
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In the present set of expi»riments this was achieved by closing the gate valve 
in frtmt of the beam exit.
The anode pulses from the coincidence photomultipliers were amplified 
by a factor of 10 in fast amplifiers, (I.RS 333;234) having rise time of 2 ns. The 
output pulses were fed to constant fraction differential discriminators, 
(ORThC, Miniel 583;463). One of the discriminator outputs is taken dirtxrtly to 
the start input of a TAC (NE 4h70), while the other is taken through a gate and 
delay generator(ORTEC 416 A) to the stop input. In the NE 4670 TAC, the 
time interval between the arrival of a START and the next STOP input is 
converted to an output voltage.the amplitude of which is din»ctly proportional 
to the time interval. The output pulses from the TAC are taken to the input of 
the pulse stretcher (C^RTEC, model 411) whose* output is ci>nnt*cti*d to the 
MCA (Canberra WXX)) U> re*cord the rt'sulting pulse* height spe*ctrum from the 
TAC. This spevtrum consists of true coincide*nce»s (in which the two photons 
originate from the* same e*xcite*d 11 atom) and random coincidence's (whe»re* the 
two photons have no common origin). The true* coincidences h>rm a pe*ak on 
top of a background of coincide»nce*s. The time spe*ctra for the metastable be*am 
ON and QUENCHED or BLOCKED(by closing the gate valve) are* stored 
se*parately into the eight compartme*nts of the* MCA memory. The* t>utputs of 
the timing discriminators are* couple*d to fast scalars which monitor the* 
inte*grate*d single* counts. The* discriminator level for e*ach of the phoUm channe'l 
are adjusted to a suitable* le*ve*l(30-50 mV for each channel) in order to 
discriminate* against the* noise* without affe*cting the re*al signal.
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CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE & TECHNIQUES
§4.INTRODUCTION
Kxporimontal data is an important aspect of the experimental 
work which should be analyzed with «reat care for the extraction of useful 
information concemini? 'he physical quantity of interest e.g„ coherence length 
of the photon etc. Therefore, in this chapter, we describe some experimental 
techniques empitiyed in our experimental work, for reducing the background 
radiation, improving the statistical accuracy of measurements, optimizing the 
signal, achieving the required optical alignment and the coincidence techniques 
for the analyzing <tf data.
A detailed pr(K't*dure, for the priK'ess of selecting various non- 
achromatic retarders (depolarizers) employi*d in the experiment, is also 
described along with the experimental priK'edure of checking their optic axis 
and retardatiitn values.
$4'1:BACKCR0UND RADIATION
Beam surface collisions in the chamber UHV I (Fig..l.l), were found to 
be mainly responsible htr the random background or noise*. These radiations 
were critically dependent on slight changes in the operating conditions of the 
seiurce On the other hand the pressure dependence of the background was 
found to be negligible It was noted that with the caesium cell off, the resulting 
ion beam prtKfuced backgrtiund rati*s of an ttrder ttf magnitude lower than
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with the neutral atomic tH*am present. Hence the randiim background due to 
the remaining small ionic component in the "neutral beam" constitutes < 1 
percent of the total random background. The level of background radiation in 
the detiKtion region due t(i bt*am surface collision etc, was reduced with the 
aid of a shield consisting of a cylindrical aluminium "can" with 15 & 20 cm 
diameter hok*s for the passage of the atomic bi*am which is first passi^d 
through 15 cm diameter hole and then through 20 cm diameter hole to avoid 
direct collision. This "can" can slide neatly over the stainless inserts in the 
detection region and was can»fully aligned with the 1 cm diameter apertures 
on the pre-quench plak*s. Its internal surfaces were s<H>ted to reduct* 
reflations. Also, very importantly, the shield was effective in pnwenting the 
contamination of the vacuum windows with cat*sium emanating from the ends 
t)f the chargeH'Xchange ct*ll. The Halmer (Mine was the main comp<ment of the 
background radiation (observed through an optical spivtrometer). Bt*cause i>f 
the very low sensitivity of the pht>tomultipliers at X=4Hb.l nm, they were 
insensitive to the Balmer (i line, thereby, helping in n*ducing the background. 
The scansitivity of the photo-multiplier extends from 120 nm to 555 nm.
A small reduction of caesium temperature was found to be 
advantagiH>us not only in minimising background(without losing signal) but 
also in improving pn*ssure. Prt»ssure in the nvtangular tank was improvtnl 
frt>m .IxlO*" to 5 xlO'torr by reducing the temperatun* of the cat»sium oven 
from 11()"C to 90''C'. Then* is h<>wever, a p«msibility that the* tempi*ratun* 
within the interior of the cat*sium oven may bt* more than the <me which is
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ri*cordi*d from its outer surface through the thermcHTouple. A high temperature 
in the cai^ium t>ven might be the cause* for more* thermal radiation to be 
emitted frt>m the surface of the oven lhert*by inert'asing the background. But 
it is very unlikely because of the fact that our photomultipliers art» insensitive 
to infra-red radiations. I'lir a def<K'usst»d neutral bt*am of H nA. the singles rate 
of the photo-multiplier tube QA was higher (4.4kl Iz) than that of 
(1.7kHz).
§4.2: METASTABLE ATOMIC BEAM OF DEUTERIUM
A method proposed by [Xmnally (78) et al In 1974, is used to produce 
a dense bt*am of metastable atomic deuterium at a U>w energy using the nearly 
resonant prtK*t*ss of charge-t*xchange t»f protims in caesium vapiiur
i r  + Cs^ IH(2S) ,11(21’)) + Cs* - 0.491.V (4-1)
An invi»stigation made by Massey 179| showed that the cri>ss st»ctions wen* 
large at Uiw energies, provided the energy deficit for the charge exchange 
prcK'ess was small. This has since K*en verified In a numK*r of expt*riments.
The maximum cross sc»ctlon was found to bi* at I* • WK) eV and is 
independent t>f thickni*ss of the caesium target. This fact was established by 
Pradel (HO) et al. We ust*d the near resonant charge exchange proct»ss btvaust* 
it ensures a large cross s4*ction at a low energy and hence high beam density 
which was the n»qulrvment of the experiment sinct» the rate of twt>-photon 
emission from a melastable bi‘am at a fixi»d deti»ctor Uxation is pritportional 
to the metastable density.
Mass analysis of ion beam
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§4.3: BEAM ANALYSIS BY A MAGNET
A standard C-typo I’lootroinaumM.siluali'd at Ihf i-nd of the apparatus, 
capablf of producing a majtnotic fiold B-l) ST.is usod to analyxv thr b»-am 
componcntsfl?, ,13 *^,13,’ions), Tht’si* ions.di'floctod at 30“ aro collimati'd by a 4 
mm apiTturi* at tho vntranco of tho ma^ni't tank.Shortly after starting the 
source It is possible to obtain a deuteron fraction f,, -  0.75 as shown In Eig 4 1 
With continuous ofieration of the discharge over a long periodtseveral 
days/weeks) this fraction increases to f„ -  0 4 During the process of checking
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the dfuUTon frathon, M)nu- maKnetic hysti-n*sis is devflopt'd in tht* ma ;^m-t 
and this affivts tht* total bt*am curn*nt tibstTvt*d.Can* has to he taken U> 
eliminate the n*sidual magnetic field in it. Reversing the ci>nnei*tions hi the 
magnet resti>res the total beam current.
§4.4: ALIGNMENT OF THE OPTICAL SYSTEM
Alignment of the optical system (described in §3.10) was achieved using 
a He-Ne laser (Scientific & C'(H>k Ekvtronics.class .IH.Max. output 5 mW) and 
hand made hard-paper discs with a central pin hole which wen* cut according 
to the size of snout's aperture (0=S4 mm) and those of the optical holders 
(<t>=36 mm). The latter wen* capable of sliding smtM>thly on the optical benches 
providt*d for the optical system. The laser beam was adjustt*d to pass through 
the centn*s of the vacuum optical window and colU*cting lens after getting it 
aligned thnuigh the pin holes lying in betwi*en the vacuum optical windt>w 
and lasi*r. Lateral displacement of 2 mm was found betwt*en the parallel 
optical benches of the optical system. Spi*cial mounts of aluminium metal wen* 
prepan*d for holding the windows to fit tightly around the apertun* in the 
deti*ction region. Prt>visitin was alst> made i»n these aluminium mounts to hold 
the mounts, made of lefl«>n, for lensi*s without disturbing the positi<ms of the 
windiiws The lenses an* positioned with their focal points cUtse to the centn* 
of the interaction n*gion in order t<t produiv a nearly parallel bi*am of light. 
With gn*at can* and patience, the alignment was achievt*d by adjusting the 
scn*ws provided i»n the lenses mciunts. To dt) it conveniently, s<»me pieci»s tif 
packing material wen* slotted inhi the space surrounding the lenses for the
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fine adjustment of the screws on lens mounts. Ali>;nment of the optical system 
was confirmed by pt*rforming the following two simple expt»riments.
(i) Twt> cylindrical aluminium inserts, with concentric pin poU»s, were fitted 
tight intti the entrances ()f the dett*ction chambt*rs. These pre-alignini entrances 
are Unrated opposite to each other across the deti*ction chambers. A thin stivl 
win» was made U> pass through the pin holes t>f these» inserts and was kept 
stretched. In this way, the stretched win* passes through the centn» e>f the 
detection region and is symmetrically Unrated with respt»ct the lenses and 
windows on its either side. By shining light (from an electric bulb) from the 
top flange position o f  the detection chamber,the image of the win* was 
observed on  a scni»n which was pre-alignt*d with the centre <>f the lens. By 
contacting the stn»tchi*d win» at the two extn»mes of the verticle diameter of 
the pin holes through which it is passing,lhe two images t»f the win* an» 
obtained on the scn*en. They wen* found to be symmetrical and equidistant 
from the centn» of the senvn, then»by confirming the optical alignment.
(ii) A st»cond cht»ck was made using the same stretched wire as describt»d 
above but this time we st»nt the two light bi»ams, frt>m either side o f  the optical 
system, through the lensi»s and windows. The tw<i light bi»ams were aligm»d 
with the centn»s of the snouts of the optical system. It was obst*rved that the 
two beams struck the stn»tcht»d win». In the detwtion n»gion,exactly at the 
same spot, thereby, giving us another confirmation of the optical alignment.
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§4.5:COINCIDENCE TECHNIQUE
The auncidence tt*chniquo has us<.^ i in expiTimcntal physics for 
more than two decades. It was first devolped in nuclear physics by Brannen 
(1955) and then extended into the fields of atomic and moU*cular physics. 
Then* an* four kinds of delayi*d coincidence techniqut*s namely,
(i) Phot4>n-pht>ton coincidence
(ii) Electron-photon coincidence
(iii) EU*ctron-i*U*ctron ct>incidence
(iv) Electron-ion-pht)ton coincidence
but for our expt*riment we shall be using the photon-pht)ton coincidence which 
is describi*d in the following paragraph.
4.5.1 iPhoton-photon coincidence
The basic principle t»f this ti*chnique is to excite the atom or mt>Uvule 
in some way and then t>bserve the emission of two phtitons. One phoh>n is 
usi*d to start and one stop the timing device. By i»bsc*r\'ing the delayi*d 
ctiincidence betwwn the start and stop pulsc»s, a time spc*ctrum is obtained 
from which the lifetime of the intermi*diate state can be obtained.Such 
measurements have been made by Imht»f and Read (1977). The photon-photon 
coincidence U*chnique was first usi*d by Brannen et al(1955) to measure the 
lifetime of the 7'S, state i>f mercury. It has sincv btvn usi*d by many workers 
for the life time measurements <tf atoms and molivules (Kaul 19r>6(Hl], Popp 
et al 1970 |H2), Mi>lt «c Pipkin 1974 (H.l| and King et al 1975-76) |H4|.
The following method was usc»d to calculate the number of true
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coincidence ctnintB and the error in them Fig 4.2 shows a schematic diagram 
oi the coincidence spectrum in the MCA. It is divided into three regions (x,-x,), 
and (Xi-x»)» with corresponding coincidence counts N„ N„ N, where, 
N, and N, are related to the chance coincidence events.
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The numbt*r of true/real coincidences, N„ is
N, -  N; - B (4-3)
The em>r 6N, (standard deviation) of the number of real coincidences 
is given by
f —------ -------------------]  ^ (W,*«,)^ (X^-Xj) ♦ (x^ -x ,) ‘ ’
(4-4)
The number N, and 8N, are normalized to the total numbi‘r of l.„- 
photons collecti*d during each run st> that the effects of fluctuations of the 
neutral beam current, and the target density are largely eliminated. The 
resulting valutas of N,/l.„ and 5N,/L„ are used to measure the Stokes 
parameters in the polarization corrt»lation measurements.
$4.6 COSMlC RAYS COINCIDENCE RATE
The spurious coincidences,presumably due to ct»smic rays (CR), 
radioactivity and eltvtrical pick up,arrive at a constant average rate, dept*nding 
on the geometry and sensitivity of the detwtion system. This rate was about 
1.6 xlO' st*c ‘ (5.H hr'), and gives rise to relatively large p«*aks in the 
coincidence spectra for the pre-quenched state t»f the beam, It has bwn the 
practice in the past to determine the CR ct>incidence rate by quenching the 
beam to remt>ve the metastables before it enters the detection n*gion. But hen*, 
the CR coincidence rate was determined by closing the gate valve in front <»f 
the beam so that then* was n<i bi*am in the detection region. This method (851 
was bi*neficial in reducing the statistical error as shown below.
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whort’ div thf true C'R coincidences and the 2nd term in t*q.(4-6) has been 
dr(»pped ft>r the reast>n stati>d above.
In t>rder to determine the n*al two-pht>ttin ctiincidenct^s due ti> two- 
photon dt*cay, C'R ct>incidences are subtracted from the total coincidences. 
Mence the standard deviation 5N,(2y) will be given by
»/V, (2 y )
4.6.2:Closing gale valve method
By closing the gate valve,not only do we bkK*k the background but also 
we n*duce the error in measuring the contribution of the cosmic rays to the 
coincidence signal This will now bt* given by
when* n /  an* the true C'R coincidenci*s,and the 2nd term in eq.(4-H) is 
droppi*d. Thus the error in the true ly  ct)incidenct»s will bi* then given by 
(combining eqs.4-S & 4-H)
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since Nj* «  Nj. The comparist>n of the eq.(4-'i) with eq.(4-7) suggests that the 
error will bi» more with the prequench field ON prtKedure than the closing 
of the gate valve methtni simply because of the fact that (Nj+N/) in eq.(4-7) 
is much larger than N, in the eq.(4-9). It is for this reason we adopti»d the 
closing gate valve method. However, this method is bast*d on the assumptit>n 
that only cosmic rays etc contribute to the spurious real coincidence signal and 
then* is nt» ctmtribution due to the pn*sence t>f the beam itself.
§4.7:SICNAL OPTIMISATION
In addition to the kmwledge t)f the spi*ctral range t>ver which a 
particular detc*ctor is effective, it is important to know the actual sensitivity or 
more precisely, the responsivity S of the detector,defined as the ratio of the 
output to input:
S » output/input (4-10)
Input may bt* the radiant flux or irradiance,output is always a current 
or voltage. For the respt>nsivity to be a useful spi*cification of a dett*ctor, it 
should bt* ctmstant over the ust*ful range of the instrument.In other words, the 
deti*ctor, with its ass(K*iati*d amplifier and circuits, should provide a linear 
response, with output proportiimal to input. In general, however, responsivity 
is not independent of wavelength. When ri*sponsivity is a function of 
wavelength X. the detector is said to be selective (in our expt*riment, both the 
detectors, QH and 9HH3 QA, wen* seli*ctive). A m>n-seli*ctive detectjir is 
t>ne that depi*nds only on the radiant flux, not on the wavelength.
The detectivity D <»f a deti*<.t<ir is the nvipnKal of the minimum detectable
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power, called the NOISE equivalent power of the detecU>r:
• l/*Pn (4-11)
The minimum deU*ctable power is limiti*d by the noise inherent in 
the operation of the deti*ctor. The NOISE is that part of the signal or output 
not related to the desired output. Many source's of NOISE exist, including the 
statistical fluctuations of photons or radiation noise.and the thermal agitation 
of current carriers, t>r Johnson noise, inherent in all deti*ctors; the generation 
and ».'combination noise' due to statistical fluctuation of curre'nt carrie'rs in 
phoUH:onductors;the shot noise due to random e'mission of ek'Ctrons in 
phi>toe'missive dete'cU>rs; and the m>ise' due to tempe'rature* fluctuatU>ns in 
thermal de'te*ctors. Mere amplification of a signal is not use'ful whe'n it den's not 
distinguish be'twe'e'n SIGNAL and NOISE and re'sults in the' same* signal-to- 
noi.se' ratio. The signal-to-noise' (S/N) rath» was optimi/e'd by contrtdling the 
single's rate' (N, ), without much lt>ss of signal by adjusting the' ftK'Using 
ce>nditie>ns of the be'am|H5).
If N ,. Nj are' the single's rate's for the two detevtors and N. is the two 
photem de'e'ay rate', the'n the* total numbe'r of two-photem e*oincide*ne*e's in the* 
coincide'nce window of time t is give*n by
T 7--A/,
(4-12)
whe're' T is the total counting time
The* error in N, (total no. of two phetton coincide'nce*ti) is givem byise**'
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$4.8:MEASUREMENT METHOD
In order to achieve an acceptable statistical accuracy,all the coincidence 
runs were almtJst of 24 hours duration. All the parameters, such as the bt*am 
energy, the neutral current, ftKUsing conditions, integrated l.„ counts,the 
oxygen flow rate to the L„ monitor, pressure in the rectangular tank UMV I, 
Cs tempt*rature,singles rate from the coincidence photomultipIiers;were 
carefully monitored throughout each run to check and rectify any drifts. 
$4.9:NORMAL.IZATION PROCEDURE
Sincx* the strength of the signal was very much dependent on the 
metastable density, therefort*, the variations fn>m run to run were taken cart* 
of by the normalization procedure according to which the ct)incidence rate of 
each run is to bt* divided by the ttUal number of I.„ photons rtvorded for that 
particular run.
§4.10:CHOICE OF RETARDERS
The following steps wert* taken in sek*cting quartz retarders of various 
wavelengths tabulated in Table 4-2.
(i) The variation t>f birt*fringence (n,.-n„) of quartz material versus wavelength 
\ in the range from 185 nm to 555 nm was rt*corded t>n a graph Fig.4.5 using 
Table 4-1 taken from the liandbtMtk of Optics (86], The variation of 
birefringence is shown also in the fourth column of Table 4-f>.
(il) The thickm*ssi*s d of z.ero-t>rder retarders (shown in Table 4-2) were 
calculated by using the retardation formula, q»»|(n,-n.,)2Rd|/X, described 
already in station $2.9; t»q(2-75).
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(iii) The wavelength variation of the transmission efficiencit*s e .  of the 
piilarizers previously calculattHi by Haji-Hassan etc (141 is shown in Fig.4.5 
and the spectral distribution A(X) of twt>-photon emission versus wavelength 
k  is shown in Fig.4.4 using Table 4-3 taken from Spitzer and Cinvnstein (87). 
The variation of the degrtv of ptilarization II ■ (€ „-e „)/(€ „+e and sptvtral 
distribution A(X) are shown in Table 4-4, From Fig.4.4, we can calculate the
/• A ( ;i) JA
l•^
which n-pri-sc-nts the sptvtral distribution of two photons in the- ranKt- from 
185 nm to 3^55 nm.
(iv) The Stokes parameters, |P|*cos<p;p2*0;P|a-sin((>|, derivi*d in st*ction 
S2.9i.q.(2-«h), worn found for the spivtral ranm' of from IHS nm to 1.W nm 
Those values have bism tabulated in Tables (4-5 to 4-8) for the thicknesscsi of 
the retarders tabulated in Table 4-2. The above mentionisJ Stokis*' parameters 
I’l, I’j, •% were derivisj under the assumption that the pilarirers were perftvt 
, but in practice they are not. With imperfwt lirwar polari/ers.the Stoktsi' 
parameters are I*,', Vj, I*,' derivtsj in sevtion $2.5 i.e
IV -I I I ’,; I’/ - I I P , ; I’,' -IIP ,
T hese Stokes parameters were calculattsl usin« Tabksi 4-5 to 4-8. l'i)ts 4 h-4 9 
show the corrisipondinK graphs betwis-n this»- Stokis«' parameters and 
wavelength.
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(v) Thi* average valui*s of thesi* Stokt*s'parameters P, (X)|i«l,2,3| were actually 
calculated from these graphs for the range from 185 nm to 355 nm and they 
are shown in Table 4-  ^along with the expected total polarization for the 
chosen dept»larizers.
The average values t>f these Stokes parameters are quite st*nsitive to the 
spectral disthbutiim A(\) of the two photons and (he transmission efficiencies 
of the polarizers, these* wen* actually calculated and are shown under the 
columns labi*lli*d P„ P,(AI1) n*spi*ctively in Table 4-ya. P,|i*l,2,3|
repn*si*nt the Stokes' parameters without taking into consideration the spi*ctral 
distribution and imperftvtion of the polarizers, P,(A)|i*1.2,3) repn*sents the 
SU»kes'parameters by taking into consideration only the spectral distributiim 
and P,(AII)|i»l,2,3) repn*st»nt the Stt>ki»s' parameters taking into consideration 
both the spectral distribution and impt*rfi*ction t>f the polarizers. The average 
values of l\(X.) wen* calculated through the formula
P, ( X) - Jx »H*. _^__________
(4-15)
when* A(X) is the spi*ctral distribution of two photons and P,(X) is the Stoki*s' 
parameter calculati*d for a particular retarder.
The authenticity of the above formula (4-15) can be easily verifii»d by 
comparing it with the measun*d Stoki»s' parameters. We measure these Stokt*s' 
parameters by the following equatiem:
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CHAPTER IV
$4.11;PROCEDURE FOR CHECKING THE OPTIC AXIS AND 
RETARDATION OF A GIVEN RETARDER
The following steps were carried out to check the optic axis, retardatum 
valui*s and the transmission pi»rcentage of the retarders behirt* using them in 
the detection part of the main apparatus.
(O.l'ind out the wavelength X. ft»r which the given half-wave plate at 
wavelength X will act as a quarter waveplate. This can bi* easily achieved 
using the i*q.(2*75) i>f st*ction 2^.*^  and is given by
X /4d* (n,-n„) (4-19)
Both sidt*s of t‘q.(4-19) are wavelength dependent,and hence one can draw a 
graph of each side versus wavelength. The point of interstvtitm of thesi* twt> 
graphs will determine the wavelength X at which a given half-wave plate at 
wavelength X will act as quarter-wave plate. These graphs are shown In 
Fig.4.10. Table 4-10 shows the n*sults of the above mentioned prcK'edure for 
the retarders chosi’n for the experiment.
It can be seen from Table 4-10 that we can only cht*ck the half-wave plates at 
X« 24.1 nm, .KX) nm with the help t>f a naked eye because of the fact that X 
falls withm the visible range frtim 4(X) nm to 7(X) nm.
(ii) Checking the optic axis
To chi»ck the marked axis(optic axis as reported by the manufacturer, 
(t<MK'h & Mousego Ltd.) t>n the retarder, we inst*rt it bi*twei*n the two crosstnl 
polan/ers and rotate it until the field is as dark as without it. This position 
could be determined within the limits of ± 2”. The schematic diagram of the
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expiTimontal arMn^emcnt is shown in Fjg.4.11, The oxpt*rirm*nt can bo 
porformcd either by using white light or  momHrhromatic light produced by 
passing the light through filter F.
(iii) Checking of the retardation:
We calculatiHl tht* retardation value of the given retarder, whose 
thickness is known, at different wavelengths by using eq.(2-75) of sivtion ^2.9. 
These retardation values were calculatini ft>r wavelength 5(X) nm in the gnvn 
part of the spt*ctrum and are tabulated in Table 4-11 under the heading 6,(C;). 
Fig.4.12 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for 
measuring the retardation values of the given retarder for a particular 
wavelength in this case at 5(K) nm. Ordinary light fn>m the source S is passi>d 
through the green filter I- U> obtain moniKhromatic gn*en light With the axis 
of the two p»>lari/ers A & H crossi*d, we ln.st*rt€*d the Soleil-Habim*t 
compensator (SBC ) with its axis oriented at 4.^  to that of polari/er A We set 
the /.ero-retardation hand (dark band) in the centn* of the field by turning the 
micrometer screw of the SBC to obtain a reference point. W e then obtaims.1 the 
dark band (nean*st to the n*fen*nce point)on either side of the rt»ference point 
and n*cordi*d the readings. The separation of any two of the above mentionetl 
ci>nst*cutive dark bands gives the calibration of the SBC' i.e how much linear 
motion of SBC' com*sponds to a full wave retardation at k (gitvn). These 
calibrations for the green line an* given in Table 4-11 under the heading X(Ci) 
The construction and witrking of the SBC can K* found in refeivnce (Hf>| We 
then inserted the given retarder R with its optic axis orienhsl parallel to that
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SBC.ds sht>wn in Eig.4.12 and n*pt*ati*d the experimental pnKvduix* as 
described for the calibration and watchixi the direction t>f rotation of the 
micrometer screw of the SBC while obtaining the reference dark band. If it was 
clixkwisi» (i.e moving towards increasing negative values on the SBC linear 
scale) then, as reportt*d by the manufacturer of SBC (B Halle Nachf Bi*rlin- 
Steglitz), the i>ptic axis of the ct^mpi*nsator is the slow axis and hence the 
marked axis of the retarder K shall be the fast axis to account for the 
compensatiim for zero retardation We nsrorded the position of the dark band 
immediately next tt> the reference t>ne. The difference of this reading from that 
of the reference one determini*s the retardation 4>f the given retarder at the 
given wavelength k.  These* value's are* tabulate*d in Table 4-11 unde*r the 
heading 6,„(C»). The*se* valut*s we*re* found ti> be* ne*arly the same* as 
exptvU*d, thereby, ctmfirming that the given re*tarder is a zero-orde*r half-wave* 
plate at X acting as quarter-wave plate at k .
Similar prtHedure*s we*re* adopte*d for the* i)the*r plate's for checking their 
retardation value*s. The measure*d retardatie>n value's for each of the*se' plates 
is she>wn in T able 4-11 and the*y were quite in agre*e*ment with the* e*xpe*cti*d 
ones. He*nce* it was conclude*d that the* re*tarde*rs supplie'd by the manufacturer 
we*re* zere»-eirde'r half-wave plate's as spe*cifie*d.
(iv). Wave'le'ngth depe*ndene't* of the transmission was me*asure*d using ultra- 
vu>le*t spevtrophotome*te*r KONTRON UVIKON 8h0 and the results of the 
"lambda-scan” are* sht>wn in Table 4-12.



CH APTER V
MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
§5:INTRODUCTION
Ouring the course of study,diffen^nt expt»riments(describt*d in the 
coming sections §5.1,§5.2,§5.3,$5.4) wen* performed using achromatic and non- 
achromatic n*tarders(quarter-wave plates and half-wave plates) in conjunction 
with the detection system describt.*d in section §3.10 of chapter III. The main 
aim of these experiments was to measure the coherence length and 
bandwidth of single photons o f  atomic two-photon radiation and hence to 
obtain for the first time a measurement of the spectral distribution by 
depolarization of a prepared two-photon polarized source and to confirm 
i-xprrinu*ntally the following propi*rtii*s of the "t*ntanglt*d" state of the twt>- 
pht>ton pair:
(i) The result of the polarization measurement of the phottm by a 
detiHTtor on i>ne side can be considered to determine instantam*ously the rt*sult 
for the polarization state of the other photon of the pair,despite the fact that 
the detivtion events are space-like si'parated in the relativistic sense.
(ii) The plane of polarization of one of the two photons of a two-ph<>ton pair 
can be considen*d be n>tated through 9()" when passi*d through an 
achromatic half-wave plate.
(iii) The fine and hypi*rfine interaction. rt*sulting from the elivlrtm and nuclear 
spin ri*sptvtively diH*s not affivt the twt>-photon emission and cons«*quently 
its polarizatum state - the Breit and Teller (3V) hypotht*sis.
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EXPERIMENT 1
§5.1:TWO LINEAR POLARIZERS AND A TWO-PHOTON PAIR
Fig 5.1 shows the schematic oxpt»rimental arrangement of the apparatus. 
The transmission axis of the polarizer A is aligned vertical parallel to the x- 
axis.while that of the linear polarizer H is rotatable in the range 0 sesVO". All 
the rotations wen* measun*d with n»spect to the x-axis.
The pn*sent work employed the photon-photon polarization coincidence 
tt*chnique(described in sc*ction ^ .5  of chapter IV) which involves the 
determination of thret* Stokes' parameters it' Appt*ndix
;section §F) characterizing the vector polarization of the emitted pair of two- 
photons.
Coincidence rates N. (8) wen* measun*d for angU*s 8 »0®, 90", ±45“ and they 
wen* further normalizt*d according to the pr(K't*dun* di»scribt*d in se -^titin *^.9 
of chapter IV.
5.1.1: Linear polarization correlation measurements
The linear polarization corn*latii>n measun*ments wen* carried out 
without the quarter-wave plate or the half-wave plate in the detiH:tion system. 
Stt>kes' parameters P, and P, for the linear polarization corn*lation(shown in 
Table 5-1) were derivi*d dinvtiy fmm the normali/i»d coincidence rates 
1(0),1(90),l(±45) using the following equations
A _ 1(0)- 1 ( 9 0 )  u _ J ( 4 5 ) - J ( - 4 S )
‘ r(o)♦r(90) ' * r(45)* r( 45)
(5-1)
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True Stoki»«' parameters P„Pj (shown in Table 5*1) were obtained by dividing 
the measured ones by the degree of polarization Il(defined in section §2.6 of 
chapter II;eq.2-55) given by
(5-2)
where the transmission efficiencies € „ ,6  ^ of the polarizers A and B have been 
actually measured (24) and are given by
€ m -  o.W8±0.013 , € ,  *  0,02W ±0.(X)2 (5-3)
5.1.2: Circular polarization correlation measurements
The circular polarization correlation measurements were* carried out by 
inserting a quarter-wave plate (aperture 0=l»i.5 mm) nominally achromatic 
over the wavelength range IKO nm to 3(X) nm in front of the linear polarizer 
B with its fast axis set at angles ±45” with the x-axis while kwping the 
transmission axes of both the polarizers A and B vertical and parallel to the 
x-axis as shown in Fig.5.2. The optic axis of the quarter-wave plate is set at 45" 
with respect to the x-axis h>r right circular polarizisJ light and for the left 
circular polarized light it is set at -45" with ri*spect to the x-axis. The 
c<im*sponding Stoki»s'parameter P, is determiniKi by the relation
6  - -  I t ,  U iC )
’ T {R H C )
(5-4)
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when* l(RIK ) ami 1(1.HC) donoU* the normalizini coincidcnco rates for right 
hand and left hand circular polarized light respcHTtively. Table 5-1 also shows 
the measured and true Sti>kes' parameters and I*,.
Total polarization P„ (alst* shown in Table 5-1) is calculated by the 
following nOation:
(5-5)
Table 5-1: Measured and True Stokes' parameters without any retarder:
Measuri*d Stokes' parameters T.PoUTrue
I’l 1’. 1’, 1’.
0.H9I -O.O.'V) -0.(X)b 0.951 -0.032 -0.(X)6 0.952
±0.(N() ±0.1)80 ±0.098 ±0,098 ±0.085 ±0.085 ±0.l(M
l•'xpt»ctl*d Stt>kes' parameters
0.H765 O.(KX) O.(XX) .9362 O.(XX) O.(XX) 0.9362
±0.(K)7y ±0.(X)42 ±0.(X)42
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5.1.3:Quantuni mechanical prediction for the photon "2" seen by the 
polarizer A.
The action of the polarizer A, on the left side of the source in Pi(?.S.l, 
represented by the matrix A, on a beam described by a 4x4 density matrix p 
(cf:Eq.2-25;chap. II) is to transform the polarization state of the beam to a new 
state whose density matrix is p (14),where
p ’-ApA'
(5-f.)
With the help of eq.2-44; $ 2.5 of chapter II, we can write the matrix for the 
polarizer A as
. i-'-
1° h )
(5-7)
where I, and l¡ are the complex amplitudes for the transmission of light parallel and 
perpendicular to the transmission axes of the polarizers.
Substituting eq.5-7 into eq.5-6 and doing further simplification, we have the following 
relation
“),< ■ :)/(: H  v)/(? oW ;.-oi/(: o K  a >
(5-8)
l■;q..5-H has K fn  obtained by taking care of the fact that the matrix operator A 
acta <mly on the matrices labellisl "2 ’ representing the Photon ■2" seen by the
1.18
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‘" zU-'P, 1 -P. J
(5-12)
Comparing eq.5-ll with eq.5-12, and substituting tho values of the 
transmission efficiencies of the polarizers, we have the following values for the 
Stoki*s' parameters
« 0 . 9 1 6 2 * 0 . 0 0 4 2  , P ^ - 0 ,  P , » 0
and hence the expi*ctt*d total polarization will be 
P t o t * 0 - 9 1 6 2 * 0 . 0 0 4 2
(5-13)
(5-13a)
5.1.4:Re»ult
The expt*rimental measurements of the Stoki»s' parameters for photon 
T  shown in Table 5-1 are, within the limits of experimental error, in gixnJ 
agnvment with the quantum mi*chanically predicted Stokes' parameters for 
the photon "2" stH»n by the polarizer A (given by t»q.5-13) neglt*cting the fine 
and hypi*rfine interaction. In other words, the Breit and Teller hypothesis is 
confirmcnl. The measurt*ments art* also consistent with the idea that the 
pt>lari/ation measurt*ment t>f photon by a deti»ctor on one side, can be 
considenxi to determine instantantx>usly the n*sult fi>r the polarization state of 
the iither t>f the pair emitUxi by sectmd-tirder dt»cay prtK*i»ss, despite the fact 
that the dettxMion events are space-like separatt*d in the relativistic S4*ns4*.
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EXPERIMENT 2
§5.2:TWO LINEAR POLARIZERS, AN ACHROMATIC HALF-WAVE PLATE 
AND A TWO-PHOTON PAIR
In this cxpiTiment, wt* studiini the on the polarization properties
of the two-photons emitti*d simultantH>usly from the metastable atomic- 
deuterium of an achromatic half-wave. The plate was insc*rted in bc'tween the 
collimating lens and the front of the polarizer B. The optic axis was oriented 
at 45" with respi‘Ct to the x-axis. Fig 5.3 shows the schematic experimental 
arrangement of the apparatus for measuring the linear polarization correlation 
measurement.
An achromatic quarter-wave plate was inserU*d in between the half­
wave plate and the front <»f the pt^larizer B, as shown in F'ig.5.4, with its t>ptic 
axis sc‘t at ±45*’ to the x-axis for mc>asuring the circular polarization correlation 
measurement.
F'xactly the same prtx'iHiure was adopted for measuring the Stoki»s'parameters 
as dt*scribt*d in experiment l,sc*ction $5.1.
5.2.1;MEASUREMENTS
Table 5-2a shows the measured Stokers' parameters with and without the 
achromatic half-wave plate and Table 5-2b shows the true Stoki*s' parameters 
which were t>btaim»d by dividing the measurt*d Stoki»s' parameters by the 
degnv of p<tlan/ation II of the linear plari/ers A and B, defim*d by eq.(5-2)
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From Table 5-2b we si*i* lhat, wilh the half-wave plate
■2t2tO. 120
5.2.2:Quai\tuni mechanical preJiction for the modified Iwo-pholon 
polarization slate produced by insertion of an achromatic half-wave plate 
Stokes' parameters for the above mentiom*d situation have
already bt*en derived quantum mivhanically in chapter Ihstsrtion <»2.8 eq.(2-71) 
and they are as follows
- 0 . H/ f S t O. 0 0 7  9 ;  P , * 0
(V14)
since here « m are >»tven by liq 5-3 The true Stokes' parameters of the 
single pht>ltin t>n the right can then be obtained by dividing the measured ones 
by the degree of j'H>lart/ation II These art- shown in table 5-2b 
3,2.3: Kesult
The exjH’nmental measurements, given in Table 2b are, within the limits 
of error,in gtH>d agn*ement wilh the quantum mivhanical pri'dictions also 
shown in table 3-2b, negUvting fine and hyperfine interaction and thus again 
confirm iiufir»vtly, the Hreit and Teller hy|'H>lhesis i e the eU*ctron spin and 
nuclear spin do ntit play ai»y role in the lwt»-photon decay prevess The 
statistical errors in this cast* are considerably larger due partly to the rtsJuction 
in signal strength resulting from the insertion of half-wave plate and partly in
144
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EXPERIMENT 3
§5.3:TWO LINEAR POLARIZERS, A MULTI-ORDER PLATE AND A TWO- 
PHOTON PAIR
The fxpt'rinienldl arrdnKomcnt is exactly the same as shown in Figurt»s
5.3 and 5.4 except that the achromatic half-wave plate is replaa*d by a non- 
achromatic multiple order half-wave plate at wavelength ^^ 4^ nm consisting of 
a quart/ plate of actual thickness 1.3 mm. With the same prtK'edure as 
describtui for expt*riments 1 and 2, we measurt*d the Sh>kes' parameters 
Pi,Pj,P, and calculated the tt>tal polarization using eq.5-5. These measurements 
are shi>wn in Table 5-3.
Table 5-3:Measured and True Stoke«' Parameter« w ith non-achromatic half­
wave plate at wavelength nm of thickness 1.3 mm.
Measurt*d Stoki*s'parameters 1 True Sti>kt*s'parameters
1*,
0,070
±0.012
1*2
-0.021
±0.106
P,
-0.W5
±0.144
0.112
±0,133
i*. 1%
0.074 -0.022 
±0.012 ±0.113
-O.IOI 0.114 
±0.154 ±0,142
Predicted Stokes'parametemTjO.(XX) IMHK) (MXH) .. UAK.K) O.tKXl U A W
As we knt>w that the first surface of the plate can bt* considert'd tt> act 
as a polarizing beam splitter, the two ri^ulting orth{>gonal)y polarized 
wavepackets travel at different gntup veltK'itii*s through the plate introducing
a relative displacement betwivn them. The emerging radiation will be 
completely deptilari/ed btvause of the very large thickness of the plate and 
hence a very large optical path diffen*nrt* 6 *21801 nm . 32 wavelengths at 6^4 
nm. The wavepackets will not overlap and the total pt>larization will bt> zero. 
This fact is isttablishiHi,within the limits of experimental error, from the results 
shown in table 5-3.
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EXPERIMENT 4
§5.4:TWO LINEAR POLARIZERS, A (ZERO-ORDER) MULTIWAVE PLATE 
AND A TWO-PHOTON PAIR
Thi* oxpt'rimcnttil arran^omont is oxactly the same as shown in Figures
5.3 & 5.4 except that the achromatic half-wave plate is replaced one at a time 
by zero-order half-wave plates at wavelengths 200 nm, 243 nm, 300 nm and 
486 nm. These half-wave plates.made of uniaxial quartz crystal,were chostm 
according It) the priK'iHJun» describt*d in detail in sisTtion §4.10 under the 
heading 'choice t>f n*tarders" in chapter IV. The actual expt'rimental 
arrangement is shown in Figures 5.5 6c 5.6.
The half-wave plate is placini on the right side t>f the source with its 
optic axis set at 45' with respivt to the x-axis. The first surface t>f this plate 
acts as a polarizing beam splitter. The twt> resulting orthogonally polarized 
ct>mpt>nents travel at diffen*nt spivds thrt>ugh the plate introducing a phase 
shift bi'twivn them (cfistn.* si*ction §4.U) <)f chapter IV ) and, finally, the two 
components rwombine on emerging from the si*cond surface. Normally the 
emerging radiation will, in general, be in a state of pure elliptical pt>larization. 
However If the cohert»nce length is very short, the nvombination may not be 
complete and the emerging radiation will then appear to be partially polarizi*d 
or even completely unpt>larizi*d (46].
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5.4.1 :MeasurementB
In order to measure the total polarization,we instated the zeriwirder 
half-wave platt^ at wavelengths 200 nm,243 nm^ .'VX) nm and 486 nm in turn 
and moasurt^i the Stokes'parameters P|,P2,l’i fi>r each of these* plates according 
to the prtK't*durt* dt*scribt*d in se*ction §5.1. In addition,we also insertt*d two of 
the half-wave plates at wavelengths 200 nm and 243 nm tt>gether in series with 
their optic axt»s t>rienti*d parallel and perpendicular to each other to obtain 
effectiv'ely two more* zertvorder half-wave plates of thickness d* 18,53 pm, 
corn»sponding to half-wave plate at 354 nm, and d*3.15 pm corresponding 
appri>ximately to a half-wave plate at 150 nm. The Stokes' parameters P, 
(i« 1,2,3) were also measurt*d for these platt*s according to the prtKedure as 
statt*d abt>ve. Hxactly, as dt*scribt*d above, the HWP at wavelength 486 nm was 
plact*d in st*ries with the HWP at 200 nm with its optic axis parallel to each 
other to obtain effi*ctively another IIWP of thickni*ss 34.V6 pm at wavelength 
640 nm. The Stokes' parameters for this plate was also measured with the 
same prtKedure as fi>r the others describt*d above. The results are shown in 
Table 5-4a along with the true values obtained by dividing the measun»d 
values by the degitn* i>f pt>larizatit>n II given by eq.5-2 in §5.2. The expected 
Stokes' parameters(IV;l«l,2,3) fora si*rii»st>f plate thickni*ssi*sd ct»rn»spt>nding 
to z.ert>-order half-wave plates in the range from 0 tti 700 nm have bi*i*n 
calculated acct>rding to the prtKedure di»scribi»d in sectitm §4.10 and are sht>wn 
in the Table 5-4a altmg with the n*lative displact*ment of the wavepacket 6 
intrtHiuci*d by each t>f them, l■igur(*s 5-7 and 5-H shtiw the variations t>f the 
exptKti»d (shtiwn by curvt*s) and measurt*d Stt>ki*s' parameters P,,P, with 
resp«Kt tt» the n*lative displacement t»f wavepackc*t 5 intrt>duced by each plate.
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Table 5-4b shows the total measured polarization for each i>f the abtwe 
mentioned half-wave plates along with their corresptmding expected total 
polarization P„.
Figun»s 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 show the measured values of resptxrtively, the 
Stokes' parameters P,, I*, and the total polarization P^  ^ as a functitm of the 
relative displacement 6 of the orthogonally polarizt*d wavepackets. The solid 
lines show the thiH)retically expected values of these quantitk>s obtained by 
graphical integration as previously described. It is clear that within the limits 
o f error there is gtH>d agrivment between the measurini and expt*cted values 
of the Stokes' parameters P,, P, and the total polarization P^ .^ It is interi»sting 
note the approximate dampi'd oscillatory nature of the bc»haviour of P, and 
P, with S with a pi‘riod t>f 180 nm for the first "<>scillatÌ4>n” incn>asing in length 
fi>r subsiHi^uent 'oscillations '. The total polarization P^  ^ is seen to fall rapidly 
from approximately "1 " at 6=0 t<i a low value at 6=4(X) nm ThiH>retically if the 
bandwidth tt> be assiK'iated with a single photon is indeed in the range from 
185 nm to 555 nm as previously discusseci, a coherence length I, » XVAA. =386 
nm would be expected (stv se*ctie>n 5.4.2).
The results are there*fore consistemt with the idi*a eif the single phcitem 
e>f a two-photon pair being repre*sented by a wavepacket of coherence length 
about 4(X) nm and the very short coherence time t. of 4(X) nm/c ■ 1.33x10'' 
s rather than the li>ng coherence length and U>ng toherence* time that would 
be* expected if the prt>pertie*s of the single photon were determined by the 14 
s lifetime* of the me*tastable state.
From the* ci>here»nce time* t, • 1.33x10 s, one* can e*asily calculate*, using 
the* relation Av = 1/t, , the bandwidth Av of single photons of atomic two-
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photon radiation. It was found to b e  0.75x10’'  Hz -  lO" Hz which is almost 
equal to the bandwidth (-  0.77x10'' Hz ) of the uv range (1H5 nm to 355 nm 
) obtained by using the relation v a c / k  .
Furthermore, the measured value of the relative displacement of 
wavepacket 6 *  8H.888 nm at I*, ■ o, from the Fig. 5.7, confirms our 
assumption that the photon can bt* ri'pix'senttni by a wavepacket having central 
wavelength 243 nm. This was cht*cked by us in the following way.
The wavelength ,corrt»sp<mding to the carrier frequency (o.^  was 
calculated by a graphical method using the formula |85), given bt*h)w, for the 
values of 6 at which P, «0
H f- . )
(5-1?«)
where (nt„ - a,. )/(n„ - n^  ) is a wavelength dependent corn*ction term.
The graphical method, mentiom»d above, ri*quin>s the computation of 
the slopes dfn^  - n„)/^X for diffenmt wavelengths fn>m the graph shown in Fig.
4.3 and the determination t>f the corresponding birefringence (n,. - n„ ) valuta. 
Multiplying the slopi*s by their corri'sponding values of wavelength and then 
dividing them by the n»spi*ctive valuint of birt»fringence (n^  • n,, ) , yields the 
corrt*ction term in i»q.(5-15a).
In the method a graph of the right hand side of eq.(5>15a) was drawn 
as a function of wavelength. The wavelength at which the right hand side was 
equal to the value of 6 corn*spt>nding P, »0 was then determined as shown 
in Fig.5.10. It can bt* seen that the centre* wavelength is given by this methinJ 
as X,, ■ 236 ±10 nm. While a similar analysis using the n*sults for P, gave X., 
■ 233 ±10 nm. Both n*sults are in agriH*ment with the th(*ott*tica) value of 243 
nm.
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5.4.2:Quantum mechanical prediction of the coherence length of the two- 
photon radiation
In the situation where the two-photons are emitted simultaneously in 
opposite directions with frequencies u, and u, as shown in Fig.2.1 in sc*ction 
$2.2 of chap II, the coherence length I, can be written as
f. -  cAt (5-16)
where At is the cohenmee time interval of these simuItam*ously emittt*d two- 
photons and "c" denotes the sptH»d of light.
In ih:].5-16, the only unknown is the time interval At which can bc> calculated 
using the Heisc*nbc‘rg uncertainty principle stating that the prt>duct of the 
uncertaintii»s in energy AF and time At is equal to the Plank's constant h i.e
AF At > K (5-17)
where AF' »h(\),-Uj)»hAu.
Making use of the relation c*X\> in eq,(5-17) and ct>mbining it with 
eq.(5-l6), we get the following expn»ssit>n for the ci>hetvnce length 9,
AX
(5-lH)
where X, and Kj an* the extivme limits of the ultra-vu>let n*gion I.e X, «185 nm 
and X, >555 nm. Substituting the numerical values of X, and X, in eq.(5-lK) and 
simplifying,we get the etthenmee length 9, as given bc'low
9, m 586.32 nm (5-lV)
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DISCUSSION
On examining table 5-2a and table 5-2b, first of all we note that the 
results h>r the Stokes' parameters without the half-wave plate in place agnv, 
within the limits of experimental error, with the quantum mc^chanical 
pri*dictions calculated In § 5.1.3. Prevu^us measuivments |24| of the 
polarization correlatum with only two linear pt>larlzers were alst> found to 
agri*e well with the quantum mt'chanical pn*dictlons and were used 
succi*ssfully to test Hell's ims^uality (24|. Since the quantum mivhanical 
prediction involves the hypothesis, made originally by Brt'it and Teller |.5V),that 
the fine and hyperfine interaction plays no part in the twt>-photon di*cay 
prtKVss, the g<K>d agreement betwtvn thiH>ry and experiment can be 
ctmsideri'd indirtvtiy to provide confirmation t>f the Hreit and teller 
hypothesis.
In addition the results are consistent with the idea, implicit in the form 
of the state vivtor given by Pq.2-22, that, in the cast* of ideal ptilarizers, the 
single photon on the right deti*c'ti*d in coincidt*ncv with a photon on the left 
which has passi*d through a polarizer with its transmission axis in the x- 
diri*ction,may itself, to all intents and purpos«*s, be regardi*d as polari/.(*d in 
the x-direction. Of n>urst*, since the polarizer on the left is not Ideal, the 
single photon on the right is not completely pt»lari/.»*d in this s<*ns4*, but the 
4*xpt*rtmental accuracy is not sufficient to detis t this d<*viation from the idt*al 
The rt'sults with the half-wave plate in place are alstt in broad general
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agreement with the quantum mechanical prt*dictions although the statistical 
errors in this case are considerably larger due partly to the rt\Juction in signal 
strength resulting from the insertii>n of the half'Wave plate and partly to the 
reduced tim e spent on taking these measurements The results, however, are 
consistent with the idea that the insertion of the half-wave plate on the right 
rotates the plane of ptilarization i>f the photon t»n the right thnm gh 
resulting in the new' entangled state vector given by Kq.5-15 Thus detection 
of an X polarized photon on the left is now assinriati^j with the detection of a 
y polariZi>d photon on the right, reflected in the fact that the first 
Stokes'param eter P, is negative and close ti> unity rather than positive as 
beh>re
It has alst> been shown that the total jx>larization is zero when the beam 
is passed through a biréfringent plate t>f very large thickness This result can 
be explainitl easily by the fact,that, assuming the single photon can be 
represented by a wavepacket, the optical path difference 6 betwt*en the two 
orthogonally f-H*lari7ed wavepackels is very large resulting in a completely 
dep<ilari/ed emergent beam An interesting situation arises when we allow the 
beam to pass through the various non-achromatic half-wave plates at different 
wavelengths t>f correspondingly different thicknesses It has bet*n shown that 
the total jv»lari/ation gradually falls in the range between 0 nm and 3(X) nm 
followed by a sharp fall of total polarization in the range betwt*en 300 nm and 
4ÎK) nm H**yond this range the polarization continues U> fall but at a slower 
rate Therefore, tme is in a position to say that the coherence length of a single
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photi>n t>f the twi>-phott>n pair falls within the ran^e betwtvn 300 nm and 4(X) 
nm. This enables us to claim that for the first time, in a novel way, we have 
been successful in measuring the coherence length of a single phi>U>n t)f a two- 
phoUm pair prixluced in the decay of metastable atomic deuterium by 
observing the polarization of the photons in what is essentially a single-photon 
interference expt*riment. We have also it*solvi‘d the contrtwersy over whether 
the coherence length is very long corri*sponding to the long life of Vb sec of the 
metastable state or very shi>rt by measuring a very sh(»rt coherence length.
We have M*t*n abt>ve that the experimental results are in agrt*t*ment with 
the thi*i>retical predictions bastni on the assumption of a particular spectral 
distribution A(A.) for the twtvphoton emission pnK'ess as might bt* exptvted. 
However, viewed frt>m another aspect, the experimental method and result 
di»scribi*d in this work can be regardinl as a methixl t>f determining the 
Hpc*ctral distribution function A(X) regardini as unknown. For example, by a 
method of trial and error the form of A{k) which best agret*s with the n*sults 
could be found. However, such an appn>ach is likely to be laborious and 
impri‘cisi* with no guarantif that the result obtained is a unique ft)rm for A(M- 
A bt'tter method would need to be found to measure A(X) satisfactorily. We 
have, in fact, bi*en able to go some way towards the determination of A(X) on 
the basis of a thetiry propiised by A.J.lXmcan (85) This thix>ry allows us to 
deduct* that the centre wavelength and bandwidth of the single-photon, and 
hence also of the two-photon spectral distribution, 236±10 nm and 0.75x10'' Hz 
resp«.»ctively, in agreement with the thtx>retically prt*dicted values of 243 nm
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Now if we p ass  a wave polarized at an angle of 45° to the x-axis through a 
Polaroid filter that transm its x-polariz€»d light, hut not y-pt>larized light, then 
beftire the light passes through the polaroid
R. -  E, *E  (A-6)
After it passes through the polarizer,
E, -E , E, =0 (A-7)
and the beam emerges polarized in the x-direction and its total energy is
halved. The emerging ekxrtric field is along x-axis.
Now let us consider the efft*ct of the polarizer from a quantum mechanical 
point of view. The total energy of a wave of frequency to cannot be arbitrary 
but must be an integral multiple of >v(o:
E^  ^ ■ N>.(0 (A-H)
when* N is the number of photons in the wave.
The probability of the photon passing through the polaroid along the x- 
direction is given by
i t r
(A-9)
Similarly, if we had a device that passisj only right circular polarized light, 
then the probability that tint* photon would pass through the device, and 
emerge with RC'I* is given by
APPEN D IX
(A-10)
Hinct* all bt*am« lif light can bt* considered U> be supt*rpt>sitions of many beams 
consisting of one pht>tt>n each, let us discuss the polarization properties of a 
single pht>ti>n, The general laws of quantum mtK:hanics are just the 
generalization t>f the classical mt*chanics,st) that ft»r one photon,one can write 
from eqs.(A-5) & (A-H) that
A.l: STATE VECTOR OF THE PHOTON POLARIZATION 
The state vi*ctor t>f the photon p<tlarization is defined as
(A-H)
(A-12)
I f x I ' - I f K l ' ’ !
(A-13a)
In fact, the state vectors are independent of the vi>lume V and dept»nd only on 
the state of polarization of the photon. For example,if
then the pht>ton is polarized at 45” to x-axis. A knowlt*dge o f  the V) vt»cU>r 
gives us all the information we can have about the state of polarization of the 
photon.
Some special exampk*s of these vectors are:
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If we have a device that passes only light in the state !(<>>, n.*jecting states 
orthogonal to kp), then the probability amplitude that a photon in the state 
ly) will pass through the device is
(A-24)
and the probability that the photon passi*s through is
(A-25)
It would be intert»sting to m>te that this probability is indepi*ndent of the phase* 
of ly) or kp), though the probability amplitude depends on this phase.
§B: DENSITY OPERATOR 
O U ll INI t)| I II! I’KOHI I M
I'or systems wht>si* state is pt*rfectly well known, it is sufficient to perfi>rm on 
the system a se*t of measun*ments ct>rrt»sponding to a ci>mplete se*t of 
commuting obst*rvables. ri>r example, in our experiment,the polarization state 
t)f the photons is perfectly well known when the light beam has traverse*d the 
polarizer.
H»twever,in practice, the state t>f the system is often n<»t pi*rfi.»ctly determined. 
This is true,for example, of the polarization state of phoUms coming fn>m a 
source of natural (unpolari/.i*d) light, and also for the ati>ms of a bi*am emitti*d 
by a furnace at tempi*rature T, where the atttm's kinetic energy is known 
statistically, the problem post'd by the quantum description of such systems
1 7 1
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is the following;
How can we incorporate into the formalism the incomplete informatum we 
posst^ss about the state of the system, so that our prinlictions make maximum 
ust‘ of this partial information. To do this, we shall introduce here a very 
ust'ful mathematical t(H>l, the density opt*rator, which facilitates the 
simultaniHius application of the postulates of quantum mtvhanics and the 
ri^sults of probability calculations:
B.1:THE CONCEPT OF A STATISTICAL MIXTURE
When one has an incomplete inh>rmation about a system, tme typically 
appeals to the concept of probability. For example, we know that a photon 
emitted by a source of natural light can have any piilari/ation state with equal 
probability. Such an incomplete information about the system is reprt*senti*d 
in quantum mi*chanics in the following way, the state of this system can bt» 
either the state |v,> with a probability p, or the state |v,> with a probability 
pj,etc. Obviously
-------
(B-l)
we then say that we are dealing with a statistical mixtun* of static 
—with probabilitii*s Pi,pj,..........
A system di»scribt»d by a statistical mixture of staU>s(with probability i»f the 
state vivtor b«Mng must not be confusisi with a system whose state is a 
linear supi'rpimition of statist:
APPEND IX
(B-2)
It is d well kntiwn fact in quantum mt*chanics, whon tht* stato vtH:U>r is tho kot 
Iv)» as j;ivon by oq.(B-2), thon tho “systom has a pri>bability |c^ |* of bt*ing 
in tho stato whon a moasun*mont is mado. Hut a systom in tho stato |y) 
givon by oq.(H‘2) is not simply inquivalont to a systom having tho probability
|c,|*of bi*ing in tho stato |v,>, |cj|* of boing in tho stato |Vj), etc.........In fact
for a linoar combination i>f IVj,), thoro oxist, in gonoral.intorforonco offivts 
botwivn tho state's (duo to cri>ss torms of tho type* CkC\*, whon tho modulus of 
tho probability amplitudo is squarod) which aro vory important in quantum 
mochanics wo thon*fort* sev that it is impossiblo in gonoral, tt) di*scribo a 
statistical mixture' of state’s by an "avorago state* veHTtor" which would K* a 
supe’rposition of tho state’s I*ve’n. whon wo take* a woighte’d sunì of
probabilitie’s, we* can novor i>btain intorforonco torms be’twe*e*n tho state’s |Vk,) 
(if a statistical mixture*.






APPENDIX
• It is always possibk- to ivpn-sont tho dynamical state- of a system by its 
density opi-rator, whether that state be completely or incompletely known.
• The density operator representing the state of the system is defined in a 
unique manner, while the vector representing a pure state is at best defined 
only to within a phaHi* factor.
§C: A STATISTICAL MIXTURE OF STATES(NON-PURE CASE)
C.1: Definition of the density operator
Consider a system for which (at a «iven instant) the various probabilities
--------Pk— ) are arbitrary, on the condition that they satisfy the
relations;
-p„.-----41
(C-l)
under these conditions,how d<H-s one calculate the probability l’(a„) that a
measurement of the observable A will yield the result a„ ?
la-t:
Pviin) -  <Vl,|l’„IVo (C-2)
be the prohability of finding a„ if the state vector were To obtain the 
desired probability l*(a„) one must weight Pi(a„) by p^  and then sum over k: 
l’(a„) • E ,p ,I ’i(a„) (C-.1)
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(C-16)
|C„|’ is A positive real number, whose physical interpretation is the following: 
If the state of the system is |v^ >, it is the probability of finding, in a 
measurement.this system in a state |U„). According to eq.(C-14), if we take 
into account the indeterminacy of the state before the measurement, p„ 
represents the average probability of finding the system in the state |U„>. For 
this reason, p„ is called the I\>t’UI.ATION of the state |U„>:
It is evident from eq.(C-lb) that p,  ^ is a positive real number, equal to zero 
t>nly if all the |C„|^  are zero. A calculation analogous to the preceding one 
gives the following expression for the non-diagonal elements p„|,:
(C-17)
t'S a crirss term which expressi's the interference effects between the 
states |Un> and |Up> which can appear when the state |Vk) is a linear 
superposition of these states.
According to eq.(C-17) p„p is the average of thi-se terms taken over all the 
possible slates of the statistical mixture. In contrast to the populations, p,^ can 
b«' zero even if none of the products C„k, Cp"''' is ; while p„„ is sum of all real 
prrsitive (or zercr) numbers, p„p is a sum r>f real positive (or zero) numbers, p„p 
Is a sum of complex numbr-rs If p„p is zero, this means that the average p„p 
has cancelled out any interfeivnee effects belwwn |U„> and |Up). On the
other hand, if p„^  is different from zero, a certain coherence subsists between 
these stati-s. This is why the non-diagonal elements of p are often called 
COUKRKNCKS.
§D:POLARIZATION DENSITY MATRICES
The polarization density matrix of photons p is a tensor of rank 2 given 
by the direct productfi.e each element of r>ne matrix is multipliinl by all the 
elements of second matrix), denoti-d by the symbol ®,of two matrices 
reprc»sc*nting the photons;
p«IV)®<V/l ( I j. ,)
(i) Penalty matrix fur x-ptilarized photons
|x )® (x |-(J )® (,,0) - (^  ° ]
(>i) Pensitv matrix for v-nolarized photon
| y)® (y | -(?)® (0,l)-(° ”)
(l>2)
(iii) Density matrix for right circularly polarized photon
✓ 2-
(D-4)

QWP i» also nivdod in addition to the l.I'.
§E: POLARIZED LIGHT AND STOKES' PARAMETERS 
Pt>larized light servi*s as a t(H)l,or probe,for evaluating the properties t>f matter. 
It has the merit of being completely convertible. It, being the simpli*st kind of 
light,is easier to deal with than the ordinary light;with it, the physical 
manipulation is cleaner, and the mathematical priK'edure for predicting the 
expi'rimental outcomes an* simpler. If light is man's most usi'ful t<M)l, polarized 
light is the quintessence of utility'.
The polarization state of the transmittini K*am is fully characterizt*d by 
elements of the photi>n density matrix, or equivalently, the Stt>kes' parameters. 
Thesi* parameters give the information concerning the amplitude t»f n*flivted 
and transmitted portii>ns of the incident beam. They have bet»n discussi*d 
extensively by Bom and Wolf(K8j. Blum and Kleinpoppen( WT )^ and da Paixa, 
et al (W8M). Pour Stokes' parameters I, P,, l’„ P, an* defined as follows.
I is ti)tal intensity and thnv parameters asMK'iated with linear and circular 
analysis of the transmittt*d bi*am are
„ 1(0)-1(90) . „ . 1(45) -J(135)j  j
I ( R J iC )  -  I  {LH C )
I -  1(0) -f 1(90) «l(4f>) -f 1(135) -  I(KIIC') -f I(UIC').
'Extract* 
rsity pre
from "Polarized Light" 
la (1962).
by Schurcliff, Havard
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